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Hubbard wins, will face Winters for seat
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Claiming victory in Calloway and six
other counties, former U.S. Rep Carroll
Hubbard wan the Democratic nomination for the District 1 senate seat
Tuesday, setting the stage for him to try
and retake the job that started his political career 41 years ago.
Hubbard, 71, who first won the nomination in May 1967 and later claimed the
office at the age of 30, said he was grateful to Democratic voters for their confidence and giving him a second chance at
representing them in Frankfort.
"Naturally I'm thrilled with the results
having carried all seven counties in the
tirst state senate district." he said. "I'm
grateful to the 12,981 people that voted

Carroll Hubbard

for me. I'm also grateful
to the 3,143 Calloway
County voters that supported me at the polls."
defeated
Hubbard
former Appeals Court
Judge Rick Johnson,
who took 9, 943 votes
across the district. He
received 3,024 votes in
Johnson
Calloway County -- 119
shy of Hubbard's made
Johnson said following the vote tally
that he was also grateful to supporters
and pledged to continue working for honesty and integrity in public service.
"I greatly appreciate the voters who
supported my call for personal responsibility and ethical leadership in govern-

ment," Johnson said. "I will continue to
work with those voters to bring honor
and integrity to our government."
Hubbard will square off against
incumbent Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray,
during the General Election Tuesday
Nov. 4.
Nearly 200 candidates were on
Tuesday's ballot, eyeing seats in the
Kentucky General Assembly. Most
incumbent lawmakers, however were
unopposed in the primary and many are
also unopposed this fall.
Democrats currently hold a 64-36
advantage in the Kentucky House, while
Republicans have a 22-15-1 lead in the
state Senate.
The lone Senate independent Bob
Leeper, who defeated Hubbard in the

2006 contest for the 2nd
Distnct seat, is not up
for re-election.
Hubbard said he is
ready to square off
against Winters.
-I'm looking forward to the race this fall
and the November election,- he said.
Winters
Winters said he was
ready to run against Hubbard and is confident voters will allow him to continue
his efforts at improving educational
opportunities and achievement in
Kentucky.
"I am delighted that the primary is

III See Page 2A

Kentucky is Clinton Country
By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky voters overwhelmingly
picked Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton as their choice for the
Democratic presidential nonunation, but it wasn't immediately clear
if Gov. Steve Beshear and two other uncommitted superdelegates will follow their lead.
la Calaway
So far, Beshear and Kentucky Democratic
Party leaders Jennifer Moore and Nathan Cooly —
Smith haven't tipped their hands on who they •Hillary Clinton
will back for the nomination, even though a won big over
record number of Kentucky voters handed Democratic rival
Clinton a lopsided victory over Sen. Barack Barad( °barna.
4,295 to 1,665.
Obama on Tuesday.
That victory, by more than a 2-to-1 margin, ()barna, however,
also won in
three
the
is expected to intensify pressure on
superdelegates to endorse the New York sena- prawn and is
tor. They could choose to ignore the state's closing in on the
popular vote and back °barna. Or they could 2,026de3ogoto
bide their time in hopes the issue resolves number needed to
clinch the
itself.
Beshear said he will not rush to a decision. Democratic Party
-I'm going to continue to look at how presidential 'la-nothings develop," he said. "As a superdelegate, nation.
— See Page 10A
I feel it's my job to try to figure out what's the
best thing to do for the state and the country in
terms of deciding on a candidate as our nominee. The fortunate thing is we've got two great candidates running
for the Democratic nomination. So, no matter what I ultimately
decide, I think the Democratic Party will be well represented."
Moore. chairwoman of the state Democratic Party, and Smith, the
vice chairman, said they also will continue to monitor political
developments before committing to a candidate. For both, the outcome of Kentucky's election will weigh heavily in the decision.
"I'm going to look at the results, and then, in the next few days,
make a decision." Moore said. "We want to weigh all the factors,
but, to me, the most important factor is the way Kentucky votes."
Clinton carried 118 of Kentucky's 120 counties, some by gigantic margins. Obarna narrowly won the other two.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson said a record 32 percent of the

III See Page 10A

AP
Democratic presidential hopeful Sen Hillary Rodham Clinton, D-N.Y., greets supporters at her Kentucky primary victory event
in Louisvtlle, Ky. Tuesday. Clinton won the Kentucky primary

Smooth sailing as more than
7,000 voted here Tuesday

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Kerry Vasseur, left, mayor of Hazel, registers to vote in Tuesday's Kentucky May Pnmary
Assisting him is Whitney Wicker, election clerk, Also pictured is Janice Wilkinson, center, an
election judge.
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for folks,- said Calloway
By HOLLY WISE
County Clerk Ray Coursey, Jr.
Staff Writer
A record number of voters "But we had very little trouble:
turned out in Kentucky Tuesday it all went smooth especially
to cast their ballots in the presi- with that kind of number.Coursey said the day went as
dential primary, according to
well as expected and there were
Secretary of State Trey Grayson
Initial reports indicate that 32 no reports of machines malfuncpercent of registered voters par- tioning or voters having a prob--- 43 percent lem at the polls. "We had to get
ticipated
Democrats and 19 percent some precincts going in the
morning that were running a litRepublicans .
According to Grayson. the tle bit behind, but we didn't lose
previous record turnout for a a voter,- he said.
The latest precinct got going
presidential pnmary was 26.5
a little hit after 6 a.m. Tuesday.
percent in 1992.
Calloway County voters Coursey said but the one woman
turned out in high numbers who had showed up prior to that
throughout the day with a total waited until she could vote.
"She stayed around, got to
of 7,257 people voting in 28
vote so we think it all went
precincts.
"It looks like from the num- well,- Coursey added.
A bit of confusion with a
bers that it was quite a busy day

couple machines occurred in the
morning but it didn't effect voters.

"A couple machines were put
at the wrong precinct but that
WAS noticed at like 5:30 in the
morning so we sent people out
and adjusted them back to where
they belong." he said.
Coursey reported his office
staff answered relatively few
phone calls despite the high
number of voters.
'The people who went and
voted pretty much knew where
they were going and they didn't
need our assistance. We had a
few people who had moved and
therefore called to find out
where their new precinct was,"
he said.
"For the large part, people
went out and voted."
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Lunsford,
McConnell
focused on
fall race

GREG TRAVIS/Lodger

limes

I VOTED TODAY": Michael Skaggs, left, election officer judge, presents Robyn Ray with a
sticker showing that she voted Tuesday in Kentucky's May Primary. Ray was voting at
Murray's First Baptist Church activities building.

III Hubbard wins ...
used a sports analogy to compare his victory in
the primary to the work he has ahead of him in the
over and we can get directly involved in the fall fall election.
election," he said. "I felt very comfortable about
"When you're in the middle of a game and you
the situation before and I surely would look for- make a play, or you make a barehanded stop, or
ward to serving western Kentucky and the First you hit a winning shot, you get excited," Stevens
Senate District for another four years.
said of his primary election victory over Dedman.
"We have a lot more to do and certainly as "You don't just want to win the game, you want to
chair of the (senate) education committee I think I win the series. My job is not complete."
have a lot of work yet to get done to secure a
Dedman has been a member of the state House
strong future for the young people of Kentucky." since 2005. He defeated Stevens by 278 votes in
Winters said education is the future of the com- the 2006 general election, but became a Democrat
monwealth's economic success and will be his himself in September.
first priority if re-elected; just as it has been for
Dedman, a real estate broker, said he did not
the past four years.
believe his party change was the reason he lost.
"That is a passion of mint ... to make sure our Rather, Dedman said, voters in Stevens' home
people are prepared and can prosper and county may have wanted a representative who
Kentucky can prosper as a result of their educa- lived in their town.
tion and training," he said.
"The people who know me,I don't think it had
Milward Dedman, a party-switching former an effect on them," Dedman said. "I don't know if
Republican state representative, lost his bid for re- they wanted their representative from their counelection to Kentucky's 55th state House District. ty, or if they were protesting my switch of parties.
Democrat Kent Stevens, of Lawrenceburg,defeat- 1 don't feel my switch of parties had an effect."
ed Dedman, D-Harrodsburg, in the primary race.
Stevens faces Republican Timothy Gray in the
The .thstuct .comprissa the Asittral Kentucky general election.
counties of Anderson. Merettand Spencer.
All 100 Kentucky House seats and half of the
With 100 percent of precincts reporting, 38 state Senate seats are up for election this year.
Stevens 'had 55 percent of the vote to Dedman's A majority of House members — 62 -- face no
45 percent, according to unofficial results.
opposition. Five senators are running unopposed
Stevens, a former elementary school principal, in both elections.
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By The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Having easily won their primary
contests, Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell and Democratic
businessman Bruce Lunsford
started framing a fall Senate
race that could turn into a bigspending slugfest.
They flipped to the same
playbook in trying to turn each
other's allies into liabilities.
After dispatching a littleGOP
challenger,
known
McConnell associated
his
Democratic foe with Barack
Obama, who was trounced in
Kentucky's presidential primary
Tuesday.
McConnell, the
Senate's top Republican, said in
a statement he looked forward to
running against "the LunsfordObama plan for America."
Lunsford, who defeated several nvals to win the Democratic
connected
nomination,
McConnell with President Bush,
who carried Kentucky twice but
whose popularity has sagged
amid the war in Iraq and a sluggish economy.
1 wouldn't want to stand tall
on his legislation or the things
he's been involved in — the
policies of the president,"
Lunsford said in attacking
McConnell.
Elsewhere, longtime state
Boswell
lawmaker
David
defeated fellow Daviess County
Democrat Reid Haire in their
pursuit of an open congressional
seat in the 2nd District, covering
parts of central and western
Kentucky. Boswell will face a
fellow state senator, Republican
Brett Guthrie of Bowling Green,
in the fall.
In a Louisville-area district,
former Rep. Anne Noithup got
more than three-fourths of the
vote in a multi-candidate GOP
primary to win a rematch
against Democratic Rep. John
Yarmuth, who ousted the fiveterm congresswoman two years
ago.
Lunsford capitalized on his
name recognition from an
aggressive TV campaign and
two failed runs for governor to
handily defeat another businessman, Greg Fischer, and a pack
of little-known Democrats. With
all precincts reporting, Lunsford
had 51 percent, compared with
34 percent for Fischer.

AP

Bruce Lunsford picks up his granddaughter Bella Kern, 6, in
front of a crowd supporters on Tuesday in Louisville, Ky.
Lunsford pulled away to win a crowded Democratic Senate
primary Tuesday, setting up a fall challenge against Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, a four-term incumbent with
a big campaign bankroll.
Fischer
campaigned
in
heavily
Calloway
and
County
won here by a
2,421 to 2,346
margin
over
Lunsford.
McConnell
easily defeated
Pother
his sole opponent in the GOP primary, getting
86 percent of the vote over truck
driver Daniel Essek.
Lunsford told supporters he
expected a wave of attacks from
McConnell, who is known for a

bare-knuckled style.
"He's going to call me a lot of
names, but in January he's going
to call me senator," Lunsford
said.
McConnell
campaign
spokesman Justin Brasell said
the senator would run "the most
prepared and aggressive campaign Kentuckians have ever
experienced."
In the 2nd District, Boswell
said his voting record as a state
lawmaker reflects the district's
mood. "1 think ... a lot of moder-
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ate to conservative Democrats
feel like I fit that shoe." he said
'The Republican incumbent,
Rep. Ron Lewis, decided not to
seek another term this year.
In the 3rd District, Northup
predicted that Yarmuth would
follow his tested strategy of
linking her with Bush.
"He'll use George Bush's
name as many times as possible
because it worked for him during the last campaign," she said.
'Well you know what'? That
president's name isn't on the ballot this year."
Yamiuth, who had no primary challenger, said he looked
forward to the rematch, saying
Northup has "supported consistently the policies that have been
overwhelmingly rejected" by
the district's voters.
In the Senate matchup,
McConnell is a
prolific
fundraiser who
raised
more
than $12 million in campaign
cash
through
March, while
Lunslord spent
about $14 million of his own
IiicCommil
money in his failed gubernatorial campaigns in 2003 and 2007.
Gov. Steve Beshear, a
Democrat who lost his own
Senate iace to McConnell more
than a decade ago, called the
Republican senator "the king of
fundraising," but predicted
Lunsford would hold his own in
accumulating campaign cash.
"Bruce will be able to both
raise and spend enough of his
own money to be competitive
and get his message out, and to
answer the inevitable negative
ads," Beshear said.
In other races, Rep. Geoff
Davis handily defeated two
Republican challengers in the
4th District, which covers large
portions of northern Kentucky.
In the fall, Democrat Michael
Kelley will challenge Davis,
who got 85 percent of the vote
Tuesday.
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itestocklinarief
at interim musident
Council looking
Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Council on Higher Education panel is

FRANKFORT,
recommending a new interim president to lead during the agency's search for a
permanent replacement
The full council is expected to consider Richard A. Crofts of Florida at its meeting on Friday. Crofts would begin his stint as the council's interim president in june
and serve for six months or more if approved by the full council.
A search committee is currently looking for a permanent council president. but
Crofts is not a candidate for that job.
Cofts served as the interiril higher education commissioner in Mississippi from
December 2004 to September 2005.

2 percent rate boost
WA plans another
Tenn.(AP) — The 'Tennessee Valley Authority plans to boost

TOM BERRWLedger & Times

COUNT 'EM UM: Deputy clerks collect vote tallies from election officers for the county's 28 precincts following
Tuesday's primary last night at the Calloway County Clerk's office. According to the clerk's office, 7,257 of the
county's 24,106 elgible voters, or about 30 percent, turned out to cast ballots.

Marshall inmate caught after escape
Staff Report
A Marshall County Jail
early
escaped
inmate
Tuesday
afternoon
in Calvert
City while
trimming
weeds
behind the
Calvert
City Civic
Center,
Porche
according to
a press release from
Kentucky State Police.
Jame:. M. Porche, 37
walked away from his work
detail and Marshall County

jail staff notified the
Kentucky State Police to
begin an investigation.
Porche was serving a 15year sentence for possession
of a controlled substance
felony
persistent
and
offender out of McCracken
County. He had been serving since his Dec. 9, 2005
sentencing.
Following a tip from
County
McCracken
Department,
Sheriff's
Kentucky State Police
arrested Porche Tuesday
afternoon at Huck's Travel
Center in Eddyville.
Porche was returned to

County
Marshall
the
Detention Center and is now
being charged with seconddegree escape. According to
Marshall County District
Court staff, he is scheduled
to be arraigned in Marshall
District Court
County
Wednesday morning.
According to Ray Price,
chief deputy at the Marshall
County Detention Center,
there are several guidelines
for the work-detail program
that inmates are made aware
of during orientation. Price
said the inmates sign a document, which states they
have been made aware of
the guidelines.

Also arrested in the incident was Donald Fleming.
29, of Fredonia. He was
charged with first-offense
possession of a controlled
substance and prescription
not in a proper container.
He was lodged in the
Caldwell County Jail.
Tera M. Brown, 25, of
Princeton was also arrested
and charged with c‘mnplicity
to second-degree escape.
The investigation is continuing by the Kentucky
State Police and further
charges may be pending.

CHATTANOOGA,
electricity rates July 1 to offset rising costs of coal and the lingering effects of the
drought.
Rates for most consumers will go up about 2 percent under the automatic fuelcost adjustment made every three months by the federal utility, which supplies
wholesale to most of Tennessee and parts of Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky.
Georgia, North Carolina and Virginia.
TVA executive Ken Breeden says the typical household will pay $1 to $3 more
a month for electricity this summer under the increased rate
The boost comes three months after TVA raised both its base rates and its fueladjusted rates on Apnl 1 by more than 12 percent — TVA's biggest single increase
In more than two decades.
"Fuel costs continue to be a hard spot for us," NA President and CEO Torn
Kilgore told the agency's directors dunng a meeting Monday in Florence. Ala
And drought conditions reduce the amount of power that can be produced by
dams
"We got some good rain in April, but our hydro production is still below average
and every one of those kilowatt-hours we aon't get from hydro we have to replace
with expensive gas generation," Kilgore said.
NA officials said fuel costs were up 24.7 percent over the previous quarter
because of higher coal and natural gas prices.
Eston Glover, president of Pennyille Electric Cooperative Corp. in Hopkinsville.
Ky and chairman of the Chattanooga-based Tennessee Valley Public Power
Association, said distributors don't like the increase but understand why it is needed.
'The cost of fuel is changing daily and it's certainly not going down,' he said.
"That's why we put this fuel cost adjustment in, so we could distinguish between
fuel costs and other capital and operating expenses
TVA is not alone. Glover noted that Georgia Power Co plans to raise rates 2 8
percent in June to offset higher coal and other fuel expenses

steroid ban
State racing officials discuss
cif a Kentucky panel that oversees drug

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Members
rules for horse racing got into a lively discussion Tuesday about whether the timing is nght to tighten the reins on steroid use among four-legged athletes.
With steroids getting increased national attention, particularly for team sports
such as baseball and football. the host state for the Kentucky Derby is a high-profile holdout from a proposal to ban or significantly limit the use of certain anabolic steroids in racehorses.
Connie Whitfield, chairwoman ef the state's Equine Drug Research Council,
said in the next three days she will organize a group of leaders in the horse industry to distinguish fact from fiction in the heated debate over steroid regulation.
"We need to get it right," Whitfield said "We don't want to be rushed to judgment arid make a decision we'll regret later'
Numerous horse safety issues have come to the forefront in the wake of the
death of filly Eight Belles, who broke down and had to be euthanized following her
second-place finish in the Kentucky Derby A steroid test on Eight Belles came
back negative, but drug testing rules have been among those scrutinized by critics of the horse racing industry.
While racetracks test for numerous performance-enhancing drugs. steroid*
have not been a focus until recently.
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FORUM
OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor.
Change.
It's all the rage this political season, a word that candidates, parties, and thousands upon thousands of supporters
have latched upon with great zeal. As a (relatively) young
voter. I too have been swept up in this roaring current to
change the political landscape in Washington. It's a current
that swept me into the local °llama for America office Sunday afternoon to volunteer, an experience that left me with a
new appreciation for the hard work and dedication that volunteers put into a political campaign, be it for Senator
Obama or another candidate.
I write today, though, not to talk about this specific experience. I'm not writing to give a detailed explanation of my
support for Obama. I'd mention only as an aside to this letter that his stances on international diplomacy, the greater
ailments that exist in our society, and the infectious optmism
of the campaign in general all ring loud in my mind.
I write today about another word that's not always used
. in conjunction with these calls for change: patience. On
4th, 2008, we'll all go to the polls and cast our
.
:November
.vote. And, God willing, that night we'll know who our next
:president will be. I pray, though, that we brace ourselves for
:the long road ahead following that vote. Change will not
happen immediately once you wake up on Wednesday. It
won't happen that week, and probably not much change will
happen the day President Bush bids his farewell to the Oval
Office.
We'll not measure the progress of change by days or
weeks, but by months and years. It won't be the sole head
of a powerful nation delivering us from our own problems.
but rather the churches, organizations and great people that
make up our communities saying, "We've done a lot, but
there's more to be done." And, we might just have an
administration made up of level-headed Republicans and
Democrats, conservatives and liberals, and any other mix-andmatch combination. But, with patience, well do it. We'll
make it. Yes, we will definitely bicker about policies and
laws, no matter how united we are. But, isn't a little bickering required from siblings on a roadtrir
Change is not something we have to wait for, and that's
the reason why I am writing this now instead of waiting
until November. You can make changes starting tommorrow.
Volunteer for any of the great organizations we have in Calloway County. Volunteer for your candidate of choice. Participate in church activities. Sponsor a child or family at
Christmas. Ride your bike instead of driving those three
blocks to work. Or, do something as simple as recycling and
particpating in Make a Difference Day every two months.
The list, thankfully, is endless.
To mix up themes from different political crossroads in
time: Ask not how your country can change you, but how
you can change your country. We're the country that pulled
through the Depression and helped liberate Europe in World
War 11. We're the country that stood face to face against the
USSR, and the latter blinked first. And we're the country
where I can write this letter and not be thrown into the
street and shot for my suppon of a specific candidate.
Republican or Democrat. That is. well, unless the Ledger &
Times has changed its submission policy.
But, as a great country we've had our stumbles and falls.
and that's where we must not only make changes in our
government process, but changes in ourselves. The first steps
. on the road of Change will be the hardest. But, with
. patience, we'll run a marathon.
Thank you.
John Gibson
Murray

PT!!!::::: auism
Our Elected Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg
www house goy/AM afield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.0 20510
1-202.224-4343
www.iim bunning@bunning.senate.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, DC. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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At Home in Murray
It only takes a brier trip
away from home to realize
how wonderful home really
is. Thomas Wolfe wrote
that you "can never go home
again," but sometimes it is
just as true that you can
never really leave home. I
realized this truth anew when
I took a three day tnp to
Lexington that eventually
turned into a four day trip.
Last week, I went to Lexington for two reasons: to
attend an editorial board
meeting of the University
Press of Kentucky, and to
watch my daughter Call1MIC
Jo and the Murray Middle
School track team participate
in the state middle school
track meet at Lexington's
Paul Lawrence Dunbar High
School.
arrived on Thursday
evening and after checking
into my room I took the
hotel elevator down to find
a place to eat. About
halfway down to the lobby,
the elevator doors opened to
admit a group of charming,
familiar faces, all women of
the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Happy, to see, away from
home, folks that I knew, I
particularly enjoyed the fact
that the ladies serenaded me
and the others in the elevator with a rousing number as
the elevator descended to the
ground floor.
At the University Press of
Kentucky meeting, the other
board members always feel
sorry for me that I have to
drive "all that way from
Murray,- to make it to the

meetings, and, of course, we
like to kid that we feel
Murray is centrally located;
we're always several hours
from everywhere else. Still,
I wouldn't have it any other
way. Murray is a special
place, and trips away from
our town, just bnng added
emphasis to that point.
On Saturday, I sat in
stands in the sun and wind
with the tracksters, their
coaches, and other parents to
watch our Murray team perform. And they performed
well, placing in the top ten
in the state in several events.
Catharine Claywell won the
state meet tying her state
middle school and high
school Class A record with a
jump of 5-foot, 2-inches.
Catharine has jumped 5-4
at another meet this year.
and the sky is literally the
limit for this young, rising
star.
Well, after the meet ended
I drove home alone as Cammie Jo rode in one of the
two vans with her friends on
the track team. I :ruised
along the Western Kentucky
Potway happy to be heading west toward home. Suddenly, around the 51 mile
marker my transmission
refused to engage and I
coasted to the side of the
road, not a pleasant sensation
as the 18-wheelers continued
to zoom past
Within less than five minutes a familiar looking truck
pulled over having recognized my car and the Calloway County license plate.
The Claywells, all four of

them, Gerald, Gina, Chailton.
and high-jumper Catherine,
all got out to offer assistance. Gerald helped me
secure a tow truck from
Murray, and then refusing to
leave me on the side of the
road, took me to the state
police post near the Madisonville exit, where I waited
for Larry and Teesa Lilly,
the owners of Lilly's Body
Shop and McClard's Towing
Service to pick me up and
take me back to the broken
down car.
After everything was
hooked up, we started back
to Murray, and all the way
back we talked, even though
I had never known these
fine people before, about
how nice it is to live and
work in Murray. When after
midnight we turned left onto
Main Street from 12th Street,
to drop off the damaged
vehicle at Parker Ford, I
knew that we really were
home.
Now, I tell that long story
to finally get to the point of
this column. Murray is a
great place to live for many
reasons, one of which is the
wonderful people who call
Murray home. Just nice
folks: people who care:
people such as the Claywells
and the Lillys who serve.
Murray's Main Street Program is led by Murrayans
who care about our town
too, folks who cherish the
history of this place, folks
who want to see the best of
Murray continue in the
future. Murray is part of a
"coast-to-coast movement"

that currentlyoinvolves
more than
1,600 communities
with Main
est protrem
gra
S
nationwide.
According to
the Murray
Main Street
Hogie and
Handbook.
away
this national
By James
program
Duane Bolin
"halts the
cycle of dis- Ledger & Times
investment
Columnist
by giving
each community the tools to
rejuvenate its own Main
Street." Across the nation.
Main Street programs "have
helped to create more than
38,000 new businesses and
more than 100,000 new jobs
for local citizens."
This is a story, for our
community. that begs for the
telling. In next week's column, I will introduce the
individuals who make this
happen in Murray. And in
the week's ahead, we will
hear the stories of the people, the homes, and the businesses that have made Murray such a special place in
the past. Programs such as
Murray Main Street, a
vibrant Murray downtown
has a bright future indeed.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. He
may be reached at
duane.bolintit murraystate.edu

Biking is a universal language
Reika Ebert has been a bike rider
since she was a kid. Growing up in
Berlin. Germany. she - like so many
Europeans - found two-wheeled transportation second nature. "You cannot
get a driver's license
until eighteen," she
explained, "so traditionally one gets
around on a bike."
Because bicycles
are a common conveyance in Europe,
bike and pedestrian
paths were popular.
"And every bicycle
has to have lights,
Main Street brakes, and a bell."
By Constance Reika mentioned,
Alexander
adding that the bell is
Local
important so the
Columnist
cyclist can communicate with pedestrians.
"Everyone is used to
that," she said.
When she moved to Murray eight
years ago to take a job in the Modern
Languages Department at the university.
Reika chose to live close enough to
MSU so she could ride her bike to
work. The arrangement is healthy and
convenient.
"You can always have front door
parking," the associate professor
declared, also mentioning that the university provides adequate bike racks for
the number of cyclists who need them.
"But there arc not that many bicycles
on campus,- she admitted.
Bike riding around Murray has its
ups and downs, according to Reika. "It

is more dangerous," she confessed.
"One is out on one's own. I constantly
have to have my senses about me. Drivers sometimes forget there are bikes,
so I must pay close attention to cars."
Some local roads are more attractive
than others. Reika avoids Route 121
and Route 94. -Too dangerous- is her
verdict.
Gibbs Store Road is a favorite place
to ride. "One can go really tee- Reika
asserted, "and there is not much traffic.
Reika Ebert rides her bicycle as
much as possible, but she does have
access to a car she shares with a colleague. When driving, she uses her
seatbelt, but asked if she wears a helmet when she's on two wheels. Reika
is quick to confess that she 'really
should."
"I feel very guilty I will buy one
soon," she vowed, as she recalled skidding on the ice this winter and taking
a tumble that could have been perilous.
"I thought then that I really should
wear a helmet," she said.
Reika does have a fluorescent vest
she dons to make her more visible to
drivers. "Cars give you more space
when they see you," she said.
Despite the drawbacks, the benefits
of riding a bike out-weigh them. "It's
wonderful exercise.- Reika Insists, "and
anybody can do it. Once you learn to
ride, once you have balance, it is
easy."
She also mentions that age, weight
and attire are no barriers to cyclists in
Europe and elsewhere, where bikes are
a more common mode of transportation.

"You see young and old, fat, skinny,
people in a suit and tie, even nuns on
bikes."
Avid bicyclists like Reika would like
to see more bike paths around Murray.
making it safer to cycle from one location to another. Mary Anne Medlock,
on Murray's planning commission,
agrees. "Bikeways have been talked
about in the past," Ms. Mcdlock
recalled, "but we have a way to go."
Through a grant, the Safe Routes to
School project has paved part of the
way from Main Street to Murray Elementary. Plans to pave a stretch on
Doran Road are under discussion.
In addition, outside developers who
have proposed multi-unit housing
designed to attract MSU students are
being asked to incorporate bikeways
and walkways in their plans. If that
happens, residents of those complexes
will be able to get from Wal-Mart
Drive to Stewart Stadium more easily
via cycling or walking.
Murray Planning Commission and
Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments
are engaged in frequent discussions
about bike paths. Minutes of their
recent meetings are available at
www.murrayky.gov. Information about
Safe Routes to School Grants can be
found at www.saferoutes.ky.gov/.
May is National Bike Month. If vou
have stories to share about your experiences with bicycling, contact the
columnist at constancealexander@newnwavecomm.net. Read Main Street online
each week at wwwmurrayledgercom.
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Kennedy's family deals with 'a real curveball'

Obituaries
Mrs. Linda Sue Thornton

40*
likeits41,

Mrs. Linda Sue Thornton, 68, Murray, died Tuesday, May 20,
• 2006, at 12:16 p.m at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
J.H. Churchilr Funeral Home is in charge of the arrangements.

Mrs. Louise Geurin
Mrs. Louise Geunn, 93, Murray, died Tuesday, May 20, 2008, at
9:50 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
J.H. C'hurehill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lucille Griffin
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille Gnffin will be Fnday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry
Lambert and Rev. John Sheppard will officiate. Burial will follow
in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mrs. Griffin, It I, Murray, died Monday, May 19, 2008, at 5:20
p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Dexter Baptist Church. Her husband,
Noble Ray Griffin. died May 15,2001. Born May 24, 1926, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of the late Porter Mason King and Lee
Otis Sanders King.
Survivors include two sons, Ray (Cooder) Griffin and friend,
Betty Stephenson, and Jody Griffin and wife, Debbie„ and two
daughters . Barbara Coleman and husband. Wildie. and Brenda
Griffin and friend, Glen Windsor, all of Murray; two sisters, Mary
Jones, Cadiz, and Rebecca Fowler, Fredonia; seven grandchildren,
Ginger Pittman and husband, Cliff, Aleshia Banks and husband.
Devin, Monica Spiceland and husband, Daniel, Mandy Underwood
and husband, Brooks, Kellie Ramsey and husband, Greg, Kimberly
Griffin and Scottie Coleman; seven great-grandchildren. Tyler and
Abby Pittman, Ezra Banks, Brooklyn and Kamden ynderwood, and
Neil and Logan Ramsey.

Mrs. Clara Jeanette Free
Mrs. Clara Jeanetta Free, 85, Benton, died Tuesday, May 20,
2008, at her home.
Her husband, James T. Free, and seven brothers all preceded her
in death. A homemaker, she was the daughter of the late Irvin White
and Willie Ann White.
Survivors include one daughter, Edith Ann Hamann. Huntsville.
Ala.; three sons, David Free, Benton, and Dale Free and Danny
Free, both of Louisville; five sisters, Geneva Farror and Virginia
Bell, both of McMinnville, Tenn., and Edna WIliams, Magalene
Grizzle and Johnie Bell Bouldin, all of Campaign, Tenn.; seven
grandchildren; five greangrandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will he Thursday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Tim Cole will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery. Kirksey.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
: (Wednesday).
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Mrs. Reba Joan Brown Forsee
A graveside service for Mrs. Reba Jean Brown Forsee will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Rehobeth Cemetery, Dyer County, Tenn.
No visitation is scheduled, but friends may meet at the cemetery.
Hombeak Funeral Chapel, Inc., Fulton, is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.honteakfuneralchapel.com
Mrs. Forsee, 82, formerly of the Fulton, Ky., and South Fulton,
Tenn., area, died Sunday, May IS, 2008, at 10:45 a.m. at Parkview
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Paducah.
A Kentucky Colonel, she had been a supervisor for the former KMart store in Mayfield, and was a member of Parkway Church of
Christ, Fulton.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Earl Drummond
Forsee Jr.; one sister, Mary Knell Janes; and one brother, Harry
Brown. Born June 12. 1925, in Obion County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Roy Lee Brown and Mime Irma Reed Brown.
Survivors include one daughter, Jean Clanton and husband, John,
Fancy Farm; three sons, Robert(Bob) Earl Forsee and wife, Linda,
Brewers, Joe Brown Forsee and wife, Carmen Anne Cosner Forsee,
Dalton. Ga., and John Ray Forsee and wife. Kathy, Bowling Green;
one sister, Patty May Brundige, Huntingdon. Tenn.; eight grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Fort Campbell soldier killed in Iraq
CINCINNATI (AP) --- A
101st Airborne Division soldier
from Ohio was killed by a roadside bomb in Iraq, the military
. said Tuesday.
Pvt. Branden P Haunert. 21.
of Cincinnati, enlisted in the
Army last year and his unit was
deployed to Iraq about five
weeks ago, according to
Batmen's father, Bill Haunert of
Blue Ash, Ohio.
The Defense Department
confirmed Batmen's death in
Tiknt on Sunday.
Branden Haunert was a 2005
graduate of Sycamore High
School in suburban Cincinnati,
where he played baseball and
attended the lJniversity of
Cincinnati before enlisting. His
father said military representatives told the faintly on Sunday
that the Humvee Branden
Banner( was in was hit by a

roadside bomb and that he died
at the scene.
The entire Hamlett family is
"devastated," Bill Haunert told
The Cincinnati Enquirer on
Monday. "His brothers are taking it pretty hard."
Bill Batmen said he and his
wife. Tammy, have five other
sons.
Bill Haunert said Branden
wanted to serve his country.
"He knew he'd probably be
going to Iraq," his father said.
"He was doing what he wanted
to do."
Branden Haunert joined the
Army in the summer of 2007
and went through basic training
at Fort Benning, Ga., before
being assigned to the 2nd
Infantry
327th
Battalion,
Regiment, 1st Brigade Combat
Team at Fort Campbell.

BOSTON (AP) -- The grim
diagnosis that Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy has an almost certainly
fatal brain tumor was "a real
curveball" that left his family
stunned even as he joked and
laughed with them, his wife told
her friends.
In her first public comments
on her husband's diagnosis,
Vicki Kennedy expressed pride
in how well her husband of 15
years was handling the news.
-Teddy is leading us all, as
usual, with his calm approach to
getting the best information possible." she wrote in an e- MalI
Tuesday to friends.
"He's also making me crazy
(and making me laugh) by pushing to race in the Figawi this
weekend," she wrote, referring
to the annual sailing race from
Cape Cod to Nantucket.
An Associated Press photographer who was given access to
the senator on Tuesday captured
Kennedy, dressed in a gray
sweater and dark slacks, joking
and laughing with family members as he sat at a table in a family room at Massachusetts
General Hospital.
Doctors discovered the cancerous tumor after the 76-yearold senator suffered a seizure
over the weekend. Outside
experts predicted he had no
more than three years - and
perhaps far less -- to live.
"He's a fighter," said Sen.
Chris Dodd, D-Conn., on ABC's
Morning America"
"Good
Wednesday. "I wouldn't want to
be that tumor. With Teddy
Kennedy fighting back, you're
in trouble"
Family members with suitcases bunked with Kennedy
Patrick
Rep.
overnight.
Kennedy, D-R.I , was determined not to leave until doctors
settled on a treatment plan.
"Obviously it's tough news
for any son to hear," said Robin
Costello, a spokeswoman for
Patrick Kennedy. "He's corntoned by the fact that his dad is
such a fighter, and if anyone can
get through something as chat.
lenging as this, it would be his
father."
The diagnosis cast a pall over
the
Hill, where
Capitol
Massachusetts Democrat has
served since 1962, and came as
a shock to a family all too accustomed to sudden, calamitous
news.
"He's had a biopsy, and we
don't yet have final pathology or
a plan or course of treatment.
But I have to be honest, we've
been pitched a real curveball,"
Vicki Kennedy wrote.
Doctors said the senator had
a malignant glioma in the left
parietal lobe, a region of the
brain that helps govern sensation, movement and language.
Malignant gliomas are diagnosed in about 9,000 Americans

a year; in general, half of all
patients
die
within a year.
"It's treatable but not
curable. You
can put it into
remission for a
while but it's
not a curable
Kennedy
tumor," said
Dr. Sunya Jeyapalan, a neuronIsrael
Beth
at
cologist
Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston.
The doctors said Kennedy
will remain in the hospital for
the next couple of days as they
consider chemotherapy and
radiation. They did not mention
surgery, a possible indication the
tumor is inoperable.
In a statement Tuesday, Dr.
Lee Schwamm, vice chairman
of neurology at Massachusetts
General, and Dr. Larry Ronan,
Kennedy's primary physician,
said the senator "remains in
good overall condition, and is up
and walking around the hospital."
"He remains in good spirits
and full of energy," the physicians said.
Senators of both parties heard
about his condition during their
weekly, closed-door policy
lunches, and some looked drawn
or misty-eyed as they emerged.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.,
the longest-serving member of
the Senate, wept as he prayed
for "my dear, dear friend, dear
friend, Ted Kennedy" during a
speech on the Senate floor.
"Keep Ted here for us and for
America." said the 90-year-old
Byrd. who is in a wheelchair. He
added: "Ted. Ted, my dear
friend, I love you and I miss
you."
In a statement, President
Bush saluted Kennedy as "a
man of tremendous courage,
remarkable strength and powerful spirit." He added: "We join
our fellow Americans in praying
for his full recovery."
Kennedy has been active for
his age, maintaining an aggressive schedule on Capitol Hill
and across Massachusetts. He
has made several campaign
appearances for Sen. Barack
°barna.
"He fights for what he thinks
is right. And we want to make
sure that he's fighting this illness," Obama said Tuesday.
"And it's out job now to support
him in the way that he has supported us for so many years."
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
said: -Ted Kennedy's courage
and resolve are unmatched, and
they have made him one of the
greatest legislators in Senate
history. Our thoughts are with
him and Vicki and we are praying for a quick and full recovery."

been struck by tragedy over and
over. Kennedy's eldest brother.
Joseph, died in a World War II
plane crash; President John F
Kennedy was assassinated in
1961 and Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy was assassinated in
1968.
Ted Kennedy shocked the
nation in 1969 when he drove
his car off a bridge to
Massachusetts' Chappaquiddick
Island and a young female camdrowned.
worker
paign
Kennedy, who did not call
authorities until the next day.
pleaded guilty to leaving the
scene of an accident and
received a suspended two.
month jail sentence.
Kennedy. the Senate's second-longest serving member,
was re-elected in 2006 and is not
up for election again until 2012.
Were he to resign or die in
office, state law requires a special election for the seat 145 to
160 days afterward.

Effects of damage

to pilots! lobe
Tests ieyearod that Seri Edward
Kennedy $ seizure was caused
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Kennedy has left his stamp
on a raft of health care, pension
and imniigration legislation during four decades in the Senate..
In 1980, Kennedy unsuccessfully challenged Jimmy Carter for
the Democratic presidential
nomination.
The Kennedy family has
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Oil rises above $130
The dollar had become less
Oil pnces rose above $130 a
barrel this morning for the first of a factor as attention turned to
time, as supply concerns mount- supply and demand concerns,
' but that seems to have changed
cd and the dollar weakened.
Light, sweet crude for July this week.
"We've seen an about-face
delivery hit a record $130.47 a
barrel in electronic trade on the turn on the dollar in the last conNew York Mercantile Exchange plc of days," said Mark Pervan,
after closing at $128.98 in the senior commodity strategist at
floor session. By afternoon in Ausualia & New Zealand Bank
Europe, it had retreated to in Melbourne. "It looked like it
was starting to recover. but I
$129.77 a barrel, up 79 cents.
The June contract, which think there's a less certain outsettled look at the minute and enough
Tuesday,
expired
reason to be buying commodiovernight at $129.07 a barrel,
In London, July Brent crude ties as a currency hedge again."
This morning, the dollar was
was up $1.17 to $129.01 a barrel
on the ICE Futures exchange in trading at 103..26 yen, down
London. Earlier in the session, from the 104-105 range last
week.
Brent rose as high as &129.92.

Would you like to improve or start
your own small business?
Free & confidential consulting available from the
Murray State University Small Business Development
Center in Murray.
Personalized consultation designed to fit your needs on:
• Startup procedures
• Developing o business plan
• Marketing techniques
• Taxes
And MORE
For an appointment or more Information call
Roseman/ Miller at (270) 809-2856.
The Small Business Development Center is located at
253 Business Building
Murray State University

SBA
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Just in time for summer grilling,
Southern States slashes prices on
20 pound propane tanks and refills.
Prices good through May 26 2008

CO SOUTHERN S1AT'ES
Brands you trust.[WI* who know.
Of* evedebie

'ho

,ocalon oe0

Hopkinsville Cooperative
110 East Sycamore Extended
Murry, KY 42071.
12701 753 1423

oCENT*SMALL SUSINUI
0111VILOPMINT CENTER

Of recommendations
Funded in part through a cooperative agreement with the IS. Smolt Business Administration. M opinions. conclusions
with casaba
expresso° are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of SBA. Reasonable accommodations for persons
ales will be made a requested at least two weeks In advance_
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Murray Middle School students first recipients of
Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey Scholarship
Chaley Roberts and Casey
Bouley(MMS fourth grade students) have been selected as
the 2008 Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey Scholarship
recipients. The students will
attend Murray State University's Young Author's Camp June
I 6-20.
The students were selected
after submitting an application
for the scholarship with two
letters of recommendation and
also an example of their best
writing.(A teacher or a teacher
team recommendation letter was
required.)
Founded through the MISD
Foundation, the scholarship will
be awarded annually for up to
two students (ages 8-12) to
attend the week-long "Young
Author's Camp," at Murray
State University. The recipients
are selected annually by a committee comprised of the MISD

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

writing cluster leaders, two
community representatives and
the assistant superintendent of
instruction.
Established this past December in honor of Clara Waldrop
Griffin Humphrey former 25year MRS English teacher and
the 1975 Kentucky Teacher of
the Year, the scholarship honors Humphrey's desire to instill
writing inspiration inside the
classroom was also acknowledges students to pursue their
writing abilities
A 1939 Murray High School
graduate who was selected as
"Best All Around Girl." by her
classmates was a member of
the National Honor Society and
editor of the school newspaHumphrey mentored
per,
numerous students during her
teaching career at MHS pursue writing/journalism careers.
For more information on the
Waldrop
Griffin
Clara
Humphrey scholarship, or to
contribute, contact Bell at P.O.
Box 1417. Murray, Ky.. 42071.
or wcbellgmail.com.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
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Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.
The meeting is being called for consultation on hiring for the
assistant principal position.

Hazel Woman's Club to meet
Photo provided

Pictured, from left, are Casey Bouley and Chaley Roberts with
Dr. Ron Cella, M1SD Foundation for Excellence Board of
Trustee member and also MISD Endowments committee
member_ Cella recognized the two girls as the first recipients
of the 2008 Clara Waldrop Griffin Humphrey Scholarship.

celebrated during the blood
drive. Please attend and donate
a pint of blood. A special gift
will be presented to everyone
who donates blood.
In addition, there will be
arts and crafts vendors: the
regional veteran affairs representative, Ron McClure, will
be there to answer veteran's
questions about assisted living
communities; and live music
performed by the Elderly Brothers from 12:30 to 2 p.m. Everyone is invited to attend.
One pint of blood can provide life sustaining benefits for
three people and only you can
provide life saving blood. It
can't be done without your
help. Become a member of an

exclusive group: The 5. percent of the eligible United States
population that actually donates
blood. Plan to donate blood
every 56 days (8 weeks) and
encourage others to give blood.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors niust be healthy, at least
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days, and show
Red Cross donors card, picture ID or two of any other
forms of identification. A health
review will be conducted by
the staff to determine eligibility to give blood. High blood
pressure and diabetes will riot
disqualify one, if the condition is under medical control.

Collins honored as outstanding student
point average is above 3.5.
He is a member of the national award-winning ULM water
ski team. Within his four years
at ULM he has helped the ski
team win three national championships.
Collins will report to The
Basic School (TBS) in Quantier), Va. At TBS he will spend
six months training and developing the professional knowledge and skills necessary to
effectively lead Marines under

his command. After TBS
Collins will move on to flight
training at Pensacola. Fla.
He is the son of Gary Collins
and Tina Hill of Murray.

We I*

Dr. Blythe Pecblcs

SS representative

at library

A Social Security representative will he at the Calloway
County Public Library on 'Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more information call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

Federal employees to meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at II a.m. at August Moon on Lowes Drive,
Murray. Sgt. Traci Guge of Murray Police Department will be
the speaker. Ron Hubbard, president, urges all active and retired
federal employees to attend.

American Legion Post will meet
Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post tr73 will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the new American Legion Hall at 310
Bee Creek Dr. off of North Fourth Street. The agenda includes
soling fur officers for the coming year and planning for Memorial day Grand Opening. All veterans are invited. For information call Commander Duane Brown at 227-6652 or 753-8985.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753 -.7 I 2(l' ot 210-41 71.American

Glory &kind Canceled this week
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry has canceled
its meeting on Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall
of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at
Stella because of high school graduation night. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

Shrine Club Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Doors will open at 5 with Bingo starting at 6:30 p.m.

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

'Meet & Greet' on Thursday
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce will have
a "Meet and Greet" event to welcome Lance Allison to the
position of executive director on Thursday from 3 to 6 p.m.
at the Murray Banquet Center at 805 South 12th St. in the
Bel-Air Shopping Center. Kenny Darnell, chairman of MCCCC
board, invites the public to attend to welcome Allison to the
new position.

Our Newest Addition
Pecbk s is a native. of Mayfield, k..
and a graduate Of Logan.(()liege (..hiropract lic bring; his ialcnt and
dcdication to Our practice, and lie is
now booking lipointmcnts.

Hazel Wolnan's Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center. Pat Harrington, KFVVC First District
vice governor, will be the speaker.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

INTRODUCING
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VFW meeting changed

Council meetingThursday

SendceNews
John Tyler Collins, aviation
major from Murray, was commissioned as a second lieutenant
in the United Marine Corps at
the Bayou Sites Conference
room following commencement
exercises May 17 at the University of Louisiana.
Collins has been the recipient of several scholarships,
has a private pilot's license
and an instrument rating, and
has a flight slot for pilot school
with the Marines. His grade

Murray Woman's Club will have Its
final general meeting of the 2007-2008 club
year on Thursday at 6 p.m. at the club
house, according to Tracy Wortham, president.
This meeting will include a memorial serv.ice and potluck salad supper. Martha
Crofton, director of the First District of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
will be the speaker for the business meeting. Executive officers and department chairs
will be installed.

Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars has
changed its May meeting to Thursday at '6:30
p.m., accoi ding to Commander David Foley.

Two Red Cross blood drives
planned here Thursday and Friday
The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will sponsor two blood drivers here this week.
The first will be Thursday
between 12:30 and 5:30 p.m.
Office Depot is sponsoring the
Red Cross Bloodmobile in their
parking lot at 662 North 12th
Street, Murray, to take blood
donations.
The second will be Friday
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be located in the Glendale Place parking lot, 905
Glendale Rd., Murray, to take
blood donations.
• -4LAIspecial Meraerlail Day
Event at Glendale Place Assisted Living Community will be

1111.1.11104
Murray Woman's Club will
have special meeting

Hospice program will meet

John lylor Coillins

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Program will
have a Hospice Education meeting on Tuesday, May 27, from
7:45 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Education Department on third floor
of the hospital. This is open to all interested persons. For
information call 767-2108.
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Whiplash Headaches
Neck & Back Pain Sciatica
Joint Pain Stiffness

CALLOW AN COI \ I 1

tHIROPRACTI
Di: Scott Faster
Di: Blythe Peebles
NORTHPOINTE OFFICE PARK 1710D Hwy. 121 North

phone: 270.753.6100

jy

MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE
908 Mineral Web Ave.• Pads, TN • 731-642-7738
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Barber and Cavitt

Kathy Ann Hopkins, daughter of Max Dodd of Murray and
the late Martha Garland Rains, and Thomas Wayne King, son
of the late M.T. King and the late Shirley King of Clinton,
announce their approaching marriage.
•
The bride-elect is employed as a clinical nursing director at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital's Inpatient Rehab Uhit.
The groom-elect is employed as a certified respiratory therapist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 7, 2008, at 2 p.m. at
the Grand Rivers Jetty. Bro. Jamie Hughes will officiate.
A reception will follow at the Grand Rivers Community
Center.
Karen Bray will be matron of honor and Nora Dodd will
be flower girl, both sisters of the bride-elect. The bride-elect's
children are Joshua, Kali and Nick Hopkins.
Jimmy King, brother of the groom-elect, will be best man.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and
friends are invited.

McGregors speak to residents of
Mayfield Group Home in Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGregor recently entertained and
spoke to the residents and
workers at the Mayfield Group
Home here in Murray. The
evening started with the McGregors sharing a meal at Sirloin
Stockade with the girls.
Back at the home, they began
their program by singing an
old popular song titled, "When
You and I Were Young, Maggie." Mrs. McGregor then led
them all in singing "Amazing
Grace."
Afterward Mr. McGregor
told a joke. and then became
serious as they told about the
horrible times he had to witness in Germany during the
Holocaust in World War II.
Mrs. McGregor told how
their marriage has just passed
the 62-year mark and how she
, was thankful for her life with
Mr. McGregor for all these
years. Mrs. McGregor told het
"hay loft" story - a funny
thing that happened in their
r

newly married days as she was
attempting to help on the farm
and her difficulty of getting
out of the loft.
She also shared her spiritual side of life that she said
made her life have the quality of living that she wanted
to share with the girls whose
shadow of life according to
nature is fully ahead of them,
where as, Mrs. McGregor said
she and Mr. McGregor have
their shadow of life behind
them.
Mr. McGregor is looking forward to his 96th birthday, except
for Mrs. McGregor having to
assist her husband with his hearing
Mrs. McGregor has been
assisting New Beginnings Outreach Team for some time as
they work to bring crafts. wisdom, and enlightenment to the
lives of the high-schooled age
girls who come through the
program there at the group
home.

Rachel Nicole Barber and James Aron Cavitt announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Randy and Judy Barber
and sister of Caleb Barber of Haubstadt. Ind. .She is the granddaughter of Mary Barber and the late Harold Barber of Madisonville and the late Harold and Muriel Holt of Owensboro.
The groom-elect is the son of Garry and Diane Cavitt and
brother to Andrew. Jennifer and David Cavitt. He is the grandson of Terry and Jeanette Cavitt of Murray and of Don and
Judy Hardin of Sharpe.
Miss Barber will be receiving a bachelor of science degree
in biochernistery from Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green.
Mr. Cavitt is currently working toward a degree in business
from Murray State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 14. at 3 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road, Murray.
!
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
I
All relatives and friends are invited.
After their honeymoon in Disney World, Orlando, Fla., the
couple plans to reside in Murray.

Ben and Leah Mefford
Wright of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Meredith
Marie Wright, born on Thursday, April 24, 2008, at 12:28
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
9 ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Billy and
Angela Mefford of Drakesboro
and Ron and Linda Wright of
Murray.
Great-grandparents are Tempts and Noble Fulcher Jr. and
Margaret Mefford and the late
C.W. Mefford, all of Drakesboro, and Sue Darnell and the
late Ralph Darnell and the late
Muria! and Ralph Wright, all
of Murray.

CD.

maturing?

Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World:
•Competrive interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deferred
•No taxes until withdrawal

Meredith Marie Wright

The rate' interest rate' for May is 4.4%
*This rate vanes mond* b111 s guaanteed to never be less than 511/L,
inquere about lock-in rates or 1-5 years

Free workshop will be Saturday at local church
A free model-railroading
workshop will be held Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church in
Murray (corner of 16th and
. Main Streets).
Although the model train
event is designed to entertain
and educate children, everyone
who is not afraid of the sounds
of loud train whistles and other

train noises are welcome. The
group expects to have 4 or 5
model trams in operation and
there will be plenty of opportunity for children to actually
operate model trains and accessories.
There will also be artifacts
from real railroads, exhibits, and
demonstrations. When a similar event washeld last Decem-

ber, the children who attended were thrilled. Light refreshments will be served.
"We provide a safe and
secure atmosphere where children and adults can have fun.
No inappropriate behavior is
permitted. There are no hidden agendas, requests for donations, or religious discussions.
The safety of our children is

at the

.642-7714j

IF YOU HAVEAM EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO HAVEANNOUNCED
CALL US AT 753-1015

Meredith Marie Wright

74" Homecoming
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Mr. and Mrs. Tony Franklin of Auburn,. Ala.. announce the
engagement of their daughter, Chelsea Elizabeth Franklin, to
Chase Scott Redden, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cary Redden of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pinska of Eddyville and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Franklin of
Princeton.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Martha Outland
and the late Ronald Housden of Murray, Ralph Redden of
Clearwater. Fla.. and the late Edna Redden of Murray.
Miss Franklin is a 2003 graduate of Lafayette High School.
Lexington. and attended the University of Kentucky from 2(1*)32005. In December she will graduate from Troy University
with a bachelor of science degree in print journalism. She is
an alumnus of Alpha Gamma Delta soci 11 sorority.
Mr. Redden, a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University where
he received a bachelor of science in accounting and a master
of professional accountancy. He is a staff accountant at Lattimore Black Morgan and Cain, Brentwood. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 19, 2008, at McKendree United Methodist Church. Nashville Invitations are
being sent.

17.170uncernenLs

You Are Invited To Attend Our

.

Franklin and Redden

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY
(Located about 8 miles west of Murray)

Sunday, May ik-2)08
SPEAKER:RICHARD GULL
Tune:

9:30-10:

LUNCH SERVED FOLLOWING MORNING WORSHIP
Welcome all former members,family, and friends.
A warm welcome awaits you.
Come bring your Bible and hear God's word preached.

Shells Crouse
Barry Newsome
Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
skaouseermodmencom tenswsoineOwoodmenticom

even higher than our desire to
entertain arid educate our children. Everyone is welcome,"
said Sid Martin.

WOODMEN,.

For more information, contact First Presbyterian Church

°
ftiv\VORLD
Woodrnen of the W/5.-Id L rie
Home Office Cln,5151
www woodmen oL g

at 753-6460 (between the hours
of 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.). or Mar-

•

tin at 761-4889 or 227-6962.
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Hopkins and King

Memorial Day
10-- SALE
May 22nd - 26th

BUY ONE ITEM, GET ONE

FREEINIE

000
•
Free item is Equal or Lesser Value
Spring & Summer Merchandise Men's, Women's and Children's
Also shop our new clearance items Now Only $1.990
Buy One item, Get One FREE!
Kellwood Outlet Stores offer great name brand fashion for less!

1102 Pins MI, Mayfield, KY 42066 •(2701 247.7620• lbs: 9.5 Moe..Set., 1.5 Sudsy
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Trites and Johnston received
Girl Scout Gold awards

Primo provided
SELECTED FOR HONOR: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh grade
"Students of the Month" for May. They are from left, Casey Hobbs, Jessica Foster, Malik
ldlette, and Jonathon Montgomery. The teachers selected these students for their outstanding character and for their dedication to the success of the school.

Paducah Symphony will present
an enchanted evening concert

1

PADUC'AH. Ky. —The Paducah Symphony has unveiled
this year's Outdoor POPS Concert theme. . . drum roll please.
. . "An Enchanted Evening."
Thanks to the generosity of
Pepsi
event
co-sponsors,
MidAmcrica and C-Pant Federal Credit Union. this concert
will take place at 7:30 p.m.
on June 7 at the foot of Broadway & First in downtown Paducah.
The evenings fairy-tale
ambience will be complete with
wishes (okay,
Champagne
maybe just wine and beer) and
caviar dreams (caviar is not
included, but dreamy dinner
options will be offered). The
stage will be set under the
Kentucky Sky at the Floodwall opening against the backdrop of the scenic Ohio River
and Paducah's Wall-to-Wall
Murals.
The program will feature
the Paducah Symphony Orchestra performing music reminisLioataaLfatjrg tales anst
princes and princesses, stars and
starry nights, festival jazz and
and even
swanky dances,
some glamorous moments from

Broadway. Everyone is invited to dance the night away
under the stars.
This open-air event is aligned
with Paducah's Downtown
celebration.
Dinner
After
Audience members are invited
to bring lawn chairs to listen
to the concert. Patrons are
encouraged to prepare a picnic dinner, purchase table seats,
or reserve a Diamond Table
Sponsorship(which include dinner. wine,* and VIP parking
passes). Advance reservations
for premier table seating options
are available in the Sponsorship Garden and the Family
Garden.* Proceeds from Garden tickets and tables benefit
live music by the Paducah
Symphony ensembles.
The Garden gates open at
5:30 p.m. If you have a festive spirit and artistic flair.
you'll want to participate in
the annual Table Decorating
Contest. Judging will begin at
6 p.m. and prizes will be given
ftri..the top 3 winninij tables.
thgenost creatively reflect the
theme of "An Enchanted
Evening."
Every modern member of

the nobility must have appropriate transportation. . . so the
PSO is giving away a Ford
FI50 pick-up truck tor $20,000
cash)! Drawing the winner of
this annual raffle will be around
8 p.m. Raffle tickets are available tor $25 per ticket through
the PSO Office and must be
purchased in advance of the
concert on or before June 6,
2008. The winning ticket holder need not be present to win.
For sponsorship opportunities, to order table reservations, or to register for the
Truck Raffle, contact the Paducah Symphony Office at
270.444.0065 or visit the Box
Office at 2101 Broadway.
This event is co-sponsored
by Pepsi MidAmerica and CPlant Federal Credit Union.
Programs of the Paducah Symphony are supported in part
by funding from the Kentucky
Arts Council. the City of Paducah, and donations from community friends. For tickets or

Nit4101,tilt
11065 or (www.paducahsymphony.org)
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Brittany Tntes, left and Janene Johnston were both honored
for Girl Seoul Gold Awards.
Both girls are graduating seri,. I
the center's program by constructing new mounted games iors at Calloway County
equipment and teaching the School and are members of
volunteers new games to use Girl Scout Troop 1173, led by,.,
Cheryl Hicks and Darlene
,n their work.
'The games are a wonder- Brumley. Their parents are
ful addition. It's so nice to Latricia and Russell Trites and
have new ideas and a creative. Karla and Tim Johnston, all
fresh approach to keep the rid- of Murray.
Approximately 5.500 girls
ers' attention," says Joy
Winebarger, executive director receive a Girl Scout Gold Awar4.
of HORSES., Inc. "We each year nationally. That is
realty appreciate the hard work less than 6 percent of regisand effort Janene has put forth tered Girl Scouts eligible to earn
for our organization," she adds. a Gold Award.
I

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
',EIGER
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PORK INFORMATION MEET1N6
Thursday, Nee 12, 2008
4 00-8:00 pia.
Lake Barkley State Resort Park Coeferees. Coster
3500 State Park Rood
Wiz, KT
laterteal Fermat with pies...tattoos tallies place at 4:30 awl 4:00 p.a.
This steeling is the third and final meeting to provide the public the opportunity to view and comment on the
final bridge alternatives for the design and replacement of the US-68 Bridges, Eggners Ferry Bridge over
Kentucky Lake at Aurora and the Lawrence Memorial Bridge over Lake Barkley at Canton Representatives of
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and their consultants will be available to answer questions Handouts,
containing information about the project, comment sheets and displays will be available at the meeting The
public will also have the opportunity to participate in an electronic polling exercise to soiled input on these final
bridge alternatives at 4 30 and 600 PM
This meeting will focus on the final four bridge type alternatives that have been identrfied This will be the final
meeting for you to voice your opinion on bridge type preference, aesthetics arid design Following this round
of meetings, the final four bridge alternatives will be forwarded to the Bridge Type Selection Committee for
selection of the final bridge type
Written and oral comments will be accepted during the meeting Written comments will be accepted, and allotmabon made available, up to 15 days after the meeting at the District One office address listed below *then
and oral comments from this meeting will become part of the official record for the project Once compiled,
the meeting record will be made available for review and copying only after an Open Records Request has been
received and approved All open Records Requests must he submitted to the Office of Legal Services, Transportahon Cabinet Office Building, 200 Mero Street. Frankfort, Kentucky 40622
The Lake Bodges Project learn encourages community members to participate in the Bodge Type Selection
Process by attending the meeting and contributing suggestions In addition to providing input in person at the
Open House, individuals may address mitten comments and learn more about the project at the Lake Bridges
Project Web site - moo lakebndges corn

Please address any questions regarding this meeting or project to
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Tim Choate. PE
Project Manager
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet - District 1
Department of Highways District One
PO Box 3010
Over Kentucky Lake
Paducah. KY 42002
tim.choate@Aty.gov
Ernad:
',8001
338-4283
Phon:

Find An
Entertainment
Center That's
Just Right For
Your Home At
GILLIAM
THOMPSON
FURNITURE

Your 3 1/2 Acre "';UPER STORE"
sAatot

r•.

entticV

All At 25% OFF!
if Just That LIM* Extra Sorwithing
Is What You Mood •

TIMES

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Art (ADA). if anyone has a disability and requires assistance,
please notrfy Tim Choate. no later than lune 5 Please call (800) 338-4283 or mail your request to the address
listed below
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Local Senior Girl Scouts
Bnttany Intes and Janene Johnston were recently honored at
a special ceremony whre-e each
received the Girl Scout Gold
Award, the highest honor in
Girl Scouting
To obtain the Gold Award,
a girl must earn three Girl
Scout Interest Project Awards.
spend at least 30 hours in leadership roles, devote 40 hours
to career exploration, and plan
and carry out a Gold Award
Project that involves service
to the girl's community and a
minimum of 65 hours of her
time.
Trues focused her Gold
Award project on her love for
a dying handicraft, crocheting
and her desire to show members of her own community
suffering from cancer that she
cared about them. Hei project
was a two part project that
consisted of teaching Girl Scout
troops in the area how to crochet and creating 21 afghans
and 15 hats to donate to local
cancer patients.
She spent more than twice
the required time of service to
complete this project, which
was well received by Dr. Ahmadi's office at the Regional Cancer Center at Murray Calloway
County Hospital. In addition.
she donated five cif these
afghans to Project Linus, a
national nonprofit organization
for which her own grandmother spent years creating and
donating quilts.
Johnston's passion for horses and interest in their healing capabilities led her to
HORSES.. Inc. a therapeutic riding center in Dexter.
where she cleaned and organized the feed and tack work
areas. She also helped expand
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Nagging via text messages to
help teens remember meds
By LAURAN NEERGAARD

Photo provided
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Is are graduating scne„
lloway County Highei
id are members of.,
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nationally. That is • ,
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ward.
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lungs. One teen's monitor
AP Medical Writer
showed weird readings: He'd
WASHINGTON (AP)-- 4gt strapped it onto his dog.
yr ineds? Getting kids to rememKabrina Moton, 16, of
ber their medicine may be 3 text Cincinnati knows she'll start
message away.
wheezing and need her inhaler
Cincinnati doctors are exper•- when she plays basketball if she
imenting with witting to tackle a hasn't taken her daily asthma
big problem. Tweens and teens pill.
too often do a lousy job of conStill, "one time I went a
trolling chronic illnesses like whole month without taking it,"
asthma, diabetes or kidney dis- she confesses. "It's just work
eaSe.
and school and being in and out
It's a problem long recog- of the house all the time. ...
nized in adults. particularly for When I would think about it, I
illnesses that can simmer with- wasn't around it or I was out and
out obvious symptoms until it's I wouldn't remember later on."
too late. But only now are docEnter text messages.
tors realizing how tricky a time
Dr. Maria Britto, an asthma
Cincinnati
adolescence is for skipping specialist
at
meds, too.
Children's, noticed that even
Of necessity, parents start when she's talking to adolescent
turning over more health patients perched on the clinic
responsibilities to their children exam table, they'll keep texting
at this age. It's also an age of on their cell phones.
angst, sometimes rebellion, and
"You have to get in their face
when youths may most hate a little." she says with a laugh.
leeling different from their
But it sparked the idea for a
friends because of medication, study to see if a daily medication
reminder via text message
special diets or other therapy.
"It's a time of so much would improve kids' asthma
change in these kids' lives," says control —preventing full-blown
Dr. Marva Moxey-Mims, a spe- attacks, improving school attencialist in pediatric kidney dis- dance and decreasing doctor and
ease at the National Institutes of emergency-room visits. After
Health. "It's very difficult when all, Britto says kids as young as
you've got a life-threatening ill- 12 carry the phones into her
ness to say,'Let them make their clinic, poor and middle class
alike.
mistakes."'
Pilot testing recently began,
:There are few good statistics
on how many chronically ill with a full study set for later this
kids don't adhere to therap) But year. Participants say what time
what little data exists is alarming they want the reminder, and a
'..riough that the NIH's National clinic volunteer types out the
Institute of Diabetes and messages -- words spelled out.
Digestive and Kidney Diseases no mimicking of kids' text lingo.
Moton says she texts a lot, .tiO
will bring specialists together in
it's easy to spot her reminder at
September to debate next steps:
•Some studies suggest only 7 each evening -- and so far, she
half of adolescents, on average, hasn't missed a dose.
''It always says,'Have a nice
Finnerty follow treatment steps,
says Dr. Dennis Drotar of day,"she says. 'It makes me
Cfncinnati Children's Hospital. feel good about it."
If the simple reminders work
The more medications required
((the more troublesome the side for asthma, they may for other
effects -- even, for appearance- diseases, too.
"We have the science" backeonscious teens, such things as
weight gain from steroid med- ing treatments, Britto notes."We
ications — the worse kids just can't figure out how to get
the right drugs into the right
a4here.
•Asthma's record is particu- kids' bodies."
But remembering medication
fatly had, with research suggesting as few as 30 percent of doses is only one part of a very
teenagers correctly take medica- coniplex problem. First, families
must understand the importance
ment to prevent asthma attacks.
• Among kidney transplant of following treatment even
recipients, adolescents have the when children feel fine. Then,
worst long-term outcomes of parent-adolesceat relationships
any age group, says Mosey- play a huge role.
"Kids are thinking short-term
!shins.
: Even when parents try to and not long-term complicakeep close tabs. "kids are cun- tions. If they're feeling better for
ning." Drotar notes. "Parents are the moment, there's a tendency
iri a bind because there's push- to keep testing the limit," says
Drotar.
beck."
He tracked teens whose
: Drotar once used a monitor to
detect whether cystic fibrosis leukemia was in remission, and
[Intents performed a chest- found a shocking 30 percent had
dhimping therapy to clear their no evidence in their blood of the
follow-up medicines designed to

Kabnna Moton, 16.
Cincinnati.
from
hoids her cell phone
that she receives a
that
text-message
reminds her to take
her asthma medicine. Need to get on
your kid's case about
taking medicine? Try
speaking, er texting,
their lingo: "4gt yr
meds?" Cincinnati
doctors are experimenting with text
messages to tackle a
big problem: Tweens
and teens too often
do a poor job of controlling chronic illnesses like asthma,
diabetes or kidney
disease.

help keep them in remission.
Now Drotar's team is testing problemsolving techniques with those leukemia
survivors, bringing in parents and teens to
discuss treatment thu-ners and brainstorm
solutions without nagging or teen-parent
head-butting.
Peer pressure is another approach,
talks from older teens who can empathize
with the rigors of dialysis, for example, or
who tell how they got sick from skipping
treatment.
And in an NIH-funded study,
researchers in Cincinnati, the University
of Miami and the Nemours Clinic in
Wilmington. Del.. are cracking 9- to 11year-olds and their families for three
years. to pinpoint what predicts a drop-off
in control of Type I diabetes dunng adolescence.
Not surprisingly, Drotar says, kids
with stable families and positive parent
relationships fare better.
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rap-Band offered at MCCH
: Dr. Brian Swain, general surgeon with advanced laparoscopic
ciperience has expanded his services to include minimally invasive
(11paroscopic) Lap-Band surgery. Dr. Swain of West Kentucky
Shrgical will now be providing the opportunity for Lap-Band surgery at Munay-Calloway County Hospital.
The Lap-Band System helps achieve sustained weight loss by
rdducing appetite and slowing digestion. An adjustable gastric band
is:placed around the upper portion of the stomach, creating a smallel stomach pouch, which allows the patient to feel full sooner. This
Aso assists in decreasing hunger between meals.
. The Lap-Band is an innovative and effective surgical intervention
alailable for those who have repeatedly failed more conservative
%tight reduction alternatives such as supervised diet, drugs, exercese, and behavior-modification programs.
: The Food and Drug Administration approved the Lap-Band
S1•stem in June 2001. To date nearly 300,000 Lap-Band System
devices have been placed worldwide.
Swain emphasized that the Lap-Band surgery should be thought
of as an important tool for a patient's overall weight-loss plan.
: "Patients need to be committed to the entire process," he said.
"D's more than just doing surgery. It involves diet, exercise and sup-
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New Construction $80,000
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Prestigious t-ike Development

.14.14

.4996'10
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- ACREAGE .11, BUILDING LOTS —
DEXTER: 25+ country acres - $54,900
MIDWAY AREA: 18+ wooded acres $88,000
NEW HWY. 80 LOCATION 8. BYBEE ESTATES $25,000 and $60,000
REDWATER ESTATES: Corner building lot. Lake view $39,900
MURRAY CITY: Prime building lot - $23,900

P611.: The bariatric team at MCCH consists of a surgeon, registered
ninse, registered dietitian and exercise specialist.
Patients interested in learning more about Lap-Band surgery or
other weight-loss options available through
Murray-Calloway County Hospital can
call Banatric Solutions at 762-1547.
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Obama inching ever
closer to nomination
trating his campaign more and
By The Associated Press
Barack Obama is inching more on John McCain, the
ever closer to locking up the Republican nominee-in-waiting.
Democratic presidential nomi- rather than on Clinton.
But Clinton insists she still
nation despite another resounding loss to Hillary Rodham sees a path to the nomination by
winning over the party leaders
Clinton, this time in Kentucky.
Clinton beat Obama by 35 and elected officials known as
percentage points in Kentucky, superdelegates, whose support
after trouncing him by 41 per- will be needed for either candicentage points in West Virginia date to be clinch the nomination.
"Neither Senator Obama nor
last week, and has won five of
I will have reached that magic
the last seven pnmanes.
Once all the delegates were number when the voting ends on
allocated from Tuesday's con- June 3," she said Tuesday night
tests in Oregon and Kentucky, in Kentucky. "And so, our party
however, Obama was expected will have a tough choice to
to be within 60 of the magic make — who's ready to lead our
2,026 needed to cinch the nomi- party at the top of our ticket,
nation. With 80 percent of the who is ready to defeat Senator
vote counted, he was winning McCain in the swing states and
Oregon by a 58-42 percent mar- among swing voters."
She also continued to insist
gin.
-Tonight, in the fullness of that Michigan and Honda
spring, with the help of those Democrats deserve to have their
who stood up from Portland to votes counted, a reference to the
Louisville, we have returned to lingering controversy surroundIowa with a majonty of dele- ing primaries in both states held
gates elected by the American in defiance of Democratic
people and you have put us National Committee rules.
Clinton and Obama both
within reach of the Democratic
nomination for president of the planned lunchtime campaign
United States of America," appearances in Florida on
Obama said Tuesday evening at Wednesday and Clinton once
again underscored the need for
a rally in Des Moines.
As he nears the Democratic Demociatic unity in November.
"While we continue to go
prize, Obama has been concen-

•Clinton Country ...
and then families.
From Front
In the state's impoverished
state's registered voters turned coalfields, Clinton routed
Obama, picking up more than
out for the primary.
Both Clinton and Obama 80 percent of the votes cast in
have been courting Kentucky's counties with the highest unemsuperdelegates — elected offi- ployment rates. Nearly 93 percials and party activists who are cent of the Democratic voters in
free to support whomever they Magoffin County, where the
choose at the party's national unemployment rate exceeds 10
convention in August, regard- percent. favored Clinton.
More than 82 percent of the
less of the popular vote.
Three of the state's superdel- Democratic voters in Jackson
egates -- Terry McBrayer, County, which reported the
JoEtta Wickliffe and Moretta state's worst unemployment In
Bosley, who are Democratic March, chose Clinton.
Obama carried Fayette and
National Committee members
-- have endorsed Clinton. Two Jefferson counties, home to the
others — U.S. Reps. John state's two largest cities.
Yarniuth and Ben Chandler —
have committed to Obama.
To get the nomination,
Clinton would need to win over
NOTICE
nearly all of the remaining
• The Murray Board of
uncommitted superdelegates
Zoning Adjustments will
across the country, said
meet today at 4:30 p.m. in
University of Louisville politithe council chambers at City
cal scientist Laurie Rhodcbeck.
Hall Items on the agenda
"Mathematically, I don't
include public hearings for
think it's impossible at this
following: a sign varithe
point, but the chances are Si)
ance for Culvers; review the
impossible,"
nearly
it's
slim that
conditional use permit appliRhodebeck said.
cation for a proposed multiKentucky political strategist
family planned development
camthe
headed
who
Dea Riley,
project at 104 Parks St.;
paigns for two of the state's sitreview a conditional use perjustices,
Court
mit for the Pi Kappa Alpha at
.
r
a
l
u
o
p
o Supreme
tins
103 N. 16th St ; and review
said Beshear, Moore and Smith
the conditional use permit
an t ignore Tuesday's
c'
application to allow three
noma elated persons to occu"If they just blatantly ignore
py a house at 201 S. 13th St.
the popular vote, I would expect
II The Murray-Calloway
a rebellion." Riley said. -Their
County Hospital board of
political futures belong to
trustees will hold s specialKentucky, not national politics.
called meeting Thursday at
That weighs heavily on them."
7:30 a.m in, the board room
the
in
The issue is clear-cut
at Murray-Calloway County
tobac=id of Daviess County
Hospital. The Item on the
who
Ward,
co worker Cory
agenda is a discussion of
Wehr
a
with
at
contract
voted Tuesday afternoon
Constructors, Inc.
school in Owensboro
•Calloway County Fiscal
"Whoever the people chose
Court is scheduled to meet
would be who I would hope
at 5 p.m. on Thursday in the
who the superdelegates would
district courtroom at the
consider," Ward said. "Instead
Calloway County Judicial
of their own ideas, it would be
Center on North Fourth
the people's ideas."
Street. On the agenda for
To do otherwise, Judy
the meeting is a progress
McCrackin said, would be
update on new Calloway
undemocratic.
County Health Center, a
'Ilte people ought to speak,"
public hearing on county
said the 59-year-old nurse who
road aid, public hearings
concerning the closure of
voted for Clinton. -That's what
Circle
and
Stubblefield
voting and what a democracy
Hummingbird Lane, a hearing of 2008-09 budget
Most voters static up their
requests from various couominds long before election day,
ty-supported agencies and a
according to results from exit
discussion of the ccunty's
polls conducted for 'The
draft budget, personnel and
Associated Press and television
board appointments, a statenetworks.
ment of affiliation for tho
Onty about 10 percent of votDES Rescue Squad and
ers decided who to vote for in
consideration for evacuation
planning, religious and prothe last three days, and the vast
cedure policy for Calloway
majority decided more than a
County Jail.
month ago, according to exit
IN The Calloway County
polls.
Board of Education will meet
The exit polls showed the
in special session on
economy weighed heavily on
Thursday at 6 p.m at the
the minds of Kentucky voters.
board office on College Farm
Given a choice of three issues.
Road Included on the agentwo-thirds ot voters said the
da are approval of Consent
economy was the most imporAgenda Items and six executant issue facing the country.
tive sessions for student disNearly nine in 10 Kentucky
cipline.
voters said the current economic
MI To report a Town Crier
Item, call 753-1916.
slowdown had affected them

toe-to-toe for this nomination,
we do see eye-to-eye when it
comes to uniting our party to
elect a Democratic president
this fall." she said Tuesday
evening.
Clinton won at least 54 delegates in the delegates from
Kentucky and Oregon and
Obama won at least 39, according to an analysis of election
returns by The Associated Press.
All 51 delegates from Kentucky
were awarded but there were
still 10 of 52 to be allocated in
Oregon.
Obama has an overall total of
1,956 delegates, including
endorsements from party and
elected officials known as
superdelegates. Clinton has
1,776, including superdelegates,
according the latest tally by the
AP

Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama, D-III., speaks at a rally in downtown Dee
Moines, Iowa, on Tuesday. Obarna declared himself "within reach" of the Democratic nominie
tion and celebrated in the state where his win in the opening contest of the presidential prirnati
season helped reshape the race.

FamilyTalk with unlimited messaging to anyone in
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Saturday, May 31st

2,128 Sq Ft Log
Cabin Kit on 1+ Acre
w/Lake Access and
FREE Boat Slips

Only

Save $5,000 Guaranteed!
L11\11
fti-Ltu Lt

-)

2'-;_yL-311ailf_1(A

Buy a waterfront and we'll put in .your boat dock o.FREE!

Call NOW

1.iv800a70.4a315.4ex.t. 1842
KY Land Partners. LLC
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PLAINTIFF

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 10, 2007. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the ems:mode amount of 472,38607. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public *tenon en Friday, May 30, 2038, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabst, the following ascribed property located m
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its Sans being 4338 Pottertown Read,
Murray, KY, and being more particularly described as follows.

IllsPiss

A 9.450 sere tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky, tented on Highway 280 approximately 7 mike East of the City of
Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, and bores more perticulioiy described as
follows:

Ira Mdi

Ires Sped
en Isms

Beginniew at the Southwest comer of the herein described tract of land and the
Southean censer alibi Larry Nance Property, Deed Book 165, Card 2682.said
point being.84 Re-bar set 30.00 feet North of the centerline of Highway 290
and 4.6. Mils Rant of Highway 94; thence, North 13 deg IT IC Ran - 43649
feet generally along•fence and with the said Nance and Micheal Bowman Est
Property Line, Deed Book 150, Cud 1884, to•84 Re-bar set at the Northweet
corner of the herein described tree of land; thence, South 81 deg. 03' 18 East 306.74 feet generally along a fence and with the Michael Bowman South
Property Line, Deed Book 138, Card 620. to•S4 Re-bar net at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land, thence. South 19 dog 17' II" Wen 514.3A feet meeting a new division line to the Roswell& Outland Property, to a
84 Re-bar eel at the Southeast omen of the herein described tract of land;
thence, North 65 deg 49' WY West -99.38 AM with the North side of Highway
280 to•#4 Re
-bar set, 3000 feet North of said centerline; these North 80 deg.
27 18' Weet - 206001W with the North side of said reed to the point of beginning
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This property is subject to all previously conveyed somments and right of ways.

it2y Lee
Wid FWD

Being the same property conveyed by deed from Henry A. Herne, and wife
Virginia L. Herne to John R. Malone, Jr., end wife, Donna Gail Ideone, dated
July 5. 1996. as recorded in Book 218, Page 148, in the Calloway County Court
Clerk's Office.
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The aforementioned property shall be bold sea cash or credit bens of thirty (30)
daya, but if void on •credit of thirty (31:) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the C.mrawaroner one-third of the purclome price end execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, mine to be paid in two equal installmelds bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and pwyablo within thirty days. A Ks shall be retained on the property
am additional security All eiehnques tame, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
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This flth day of May, 2008.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
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,COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS D/B/A
AMERICA'S WHOLESALE LENDER

!it_ .1

Frkiy

.I.V.4111111

Ststiry

HAUL
ISLIpA

Ik4511.4
Wet1py.
Itu.110.
11u 1p

SIRLS
U-Pick
Strawberries in Aurora.
3544585

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

NeepeetfuLy submitted.
Winotor Commissioner

Gateway Circuit Coot

CLASSIC Rock 94.7
nlectric 96.9 - 93.3
WKYO - Willie 102.1 in
search of an advertising sakes rep. Full-lime
salary plus commissions. Health Insurance. 401K. Region's
37 year old premier
radio company. If you
have previous sales
expensing,
Meng
wet en outgoing perrson•Itty that never
meets • stranger, and
If you love making
money, this could be
your career opportunity
Resume
to
iobe0eilectric9139.corn
E.0 E that hires without regards to race,
age gender, or net')
origin
INSIDE position. working 4-9. Apply at Pizza
Pro 605 C South 12th
No phone calls please)

I woulo like tc thank someone for being

I State

The person who found my wallet took $100 and
Zip

Daytime P.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timm
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, ICY 42071
Or call (270) 7158-1916

left $200. I would like to thank you for leaving
my credit cards, pictures and drivers license. I
would also like to thank you for leaving my
wallet where a honest person could find it.
Thank you,
Floyd

Dawson

DISCLAIMER
When oxesAtng the
-help wanted" section
on our clasaitieds
"bP•le
inurrayleidger.com.
you will be redirected

So jobeerivork.cam.
By deism..
Murray and local job
linings will spree'on
this shade
However, as a naticual
weblike, nut all listings
en the eibeetwarkcorn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Moms Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray sea
rob linings. Munk you.
DO you love *widow
with kW/
Wee Care Enterprises
'nay be lust the place
for you) Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS. A steady
lifestyle' Top pay, great
benefits) No expelonce/ No profiledl
Werner Enterprises
ext.
800-346-2818
150.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.

Murray
state
University, 1158 I & T
Building, Murray, KY
42071-3347. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray
State
Unmorally is an equal
education and employopportunity.
ment
M/F/D, AS employer.

& Chiles*

DEFENDANTS

MAX W PAM=

CPA firm seeking
Accountant fur varied
accounting tasks. Must
be proficient in MS
Word, Excel, and
Ouiciebooks- team on
soled, strong communication skills. multitasker. Please send
resume, references, 8
salary requirement to
P.O. Box 1107, Pans,
TN 38242

RAVMDS COORDINATOR
This position requiies an RN license in a cornpact suite A minimum of two years LTC
experience Knowledgeable in the MDS/RAI
process RAC-C preferred. This is a day shift
position

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, end other mimesis underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reseed in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easement. in favor of the state of said coal, oil, gee and other miner.
els, if any.
SOURCE OF TITLE, Book 834, Page 803, and Book 184, Pege it.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit bens of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)days. the purchase shell deposit with
the Commiesierier one-third of the purchase mica,in cash. together with Sande .
for the remainder of the pushes price) in two equal inetallments with good and
sufficient surety, said amount Saris interest at 12% per annum from the date
of sale until paid and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien mall be
retained en the property ma additional security. All de,inquent use, if any. shall
be scertained and paid by the Commandos
The.8th day of May.2008.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times consiciers Its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so al
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed lobe reputable, The Murray
Ledger a Tknee, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility *embower for their
setiveiss.

YOul

Murray Calloway County Hospital has the
following opening in its Long Term Care Setting
at Spring Creek Health Care Facility.

By virtue el•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 15, 2007, in the abos case, to stiely the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of 1192.851.40, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Causeless door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public erection on Friday, May 30, 2008, at the hour of 1000 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its addree• being 4722 State Line Hoed E, Hazel, KY
42049, and being more psticularly described as billows:
Being Tract 1 of the Waiver of Subdivision shown in Plat Book 35. Page 44, Slide
3360 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office, and being previously ascribed as:
Being• pert of the Northeast Quarter of Section 32, Thernahip 1, Range 5 East,
end more particularly described as follows. Beginning at the Southwest owner of
a panel of land heretofore obtained from Sip and Dewy Williams, recorded in
Deed Bonk 146, Page 499, tithe Office of the Clerk of Calloway County, said
beginning point being on the North edge of right of way of Kentucky Highway
893. normally called the State Line Road; thence, in • Northerly direction with
the West lure of said property for•distance of 200 feet to an iron stake; thence
in an Easterly direction for a distance of 120 feet to an us stake; thence, in.
Southerly direction for a Maims of 200 feet to an iron stake m the North edge of
said right of way; thence, In. Westerly amnion for a distance of 120 feet to the
point of beginning

dishonest. My wallet was lost on South feh St

I St Address
I
City

Career Opportunity Awaits

PLAINTIFF,

CYNTHIA L WILLIAMS,AjKJA CYNTHIA WILLIAMS,
JAMES D. WILLIAMS,Alf./A JIM WILLIAMS,
COUNTRYWIDE BANK, NA. MYERS LUMBER
OF MURRAY, RANDY THORNTON COMPANY,IN(' ,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.
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$815 First Day •20 words or lees • Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: &12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00496

JOHN MALONE,JR , VIC/A JOHN R MALONE,
DONNA G. MALONE,A/KA DONNA GA11. MALONE,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF JOHN R MALONE, JR.,
A/KA JOHN Ft MALONE,UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,SPOUSE
OF DONNA G MALONE,AAL'A DONNA GAIL MALONE.
REGIONS BANK,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO UNION
PLANTERS BANK, NA,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO UNION
PLANTERS BANK OF KENTUCKY, NA.COUNTY OF
CALLOWAY, J. WILLIAM PHILLIPS, LOWER HOME CENTERS,INC.,
HENRY HARRIS, VIRGINIA HARRIS, MYERS LUMBER COMPANY
OF MURRAY,INC., MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC
HOSPITAL CORPORATION, D/B/A MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL, BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST
COMPANY,SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO AREA BANK,
SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO PEOPLES BANK OF
MURRAY, KY,LAURA DEAN RILEY,
DEFENDANTS
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40.25 Column Inch,60% Disci:nod 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
(All 3 Asls Moot Rot, Within 6 Day Perwil
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday IS-hopping Guide)
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Action No. 07-C1.00009
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES AS.%

ewe listessrael
Mess heepeare

FULL-TIME opening
or exponent:4rd 040Mli
ty guard in Murray. 1
888-482-7386 for interview appointment.
MARKETING
Peasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No *ling.
Immediate (linear(
lime positions. Work
Monday-Friday. 57$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 753-9024.
NOW Midng applications for aN positions
and all Wafts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
Si,, Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
Assistant
OFFICE
needed full-Pme. Some
bookkeeping and payroll required Please
send resume to PO
Box 1040-B Murray,
KY.
OTR drivers needed.
wages
Competitive
and benefits. Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
expenence.
Clean
IAVR. (800)468-6087
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
loomeymen painters.
Must have 4-years propainting
fessional
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
Health,
including
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice rnessage.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This cornpany is an equal opportunity employer:
PART-TIME
small
engine
mechanic
Apply in person at
Murray Rental I
Sales, 200 East Main
St Murray

MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation
and benefits package
To apply, send resume to.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270) 762-1905
e-mail: lifoieyOmurrayhuspitatorg
visit our web site at www.murrayttospitaLorg

EOE

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has opening
in her home. Small
daycare at a great
home environment.
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031.
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

tip to $125,000 a Year General Manegemnet
irstning Program
For emenenced Sales People. You'll work for
two years at our Paris. TN location, and then
earn a promotion, wiln proven ability to Genera.
Management of your own dealership.
Top General Managers Make $400,000 Plus
You need at least 3 years ot successful sales
experience, and you must be vatting to relocate
in two years Please send resume or letter of
interest to. 2550 East WooG St. Paris, TN
36242 or call Jamie at 731-6424046.
CASE MANAGER Responsible for coordination
of community based services for adults and
children. Assist consumer to gam acmes to and
receive as needed social, medical, educational.
vocational arid other direcet/ indirect services
as directed.
QUALIFICATAIONS: Bachelors degree in
human services. 1 year experience, a valid KY
drneir license and safe record, must also pass
background check. Send resume to. Anne
Thurman, HR Director, Four Rivers Behavioral
Neale, 425 Broadway, PlICIUCah. KY 42001.
Open unit, filled. EOE

Mufti
RE-ADVERTISE
MENT PROGRAMMER
Af4ALYST, Information
Systems Department,
Murray
Stale
University.
non-tenure track
position to begin June
2008.
Ou•ilfic•tion•:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science Of
related hekl preferred.
consideration will be
given to candidates
with extensive related
experience.
Experience with SQL's
required. Knowledge
of applications programming, systems
analysis,
relational
SONIC of Murray Is databases, programlooking for experi- ming support funcenced
Restaurant tions, PL/SQL.
Manager. Pay rate Oracle Stored proceand benefits will dures. and Oracle
depend on experi- Development tools are
ence Please send preferred must posresume
to: sess strong interperRestaurant Manager, sonal skills (bo(h
1542 Caldwell Rd, written and verbal).
Responsibilities:
Murray, KY 42071.
Under direction of
Manager.
Part-ttme Sales
Administrative
position open
COMputing, provide
at Thurmond
systems development,
assist in the support
Insurance &
and implementation of
Investments
SunGard Banner ERP,
762-1030
and perform all duties
associated with the
TRUCK driver fuel support of University
delivery experience administrative applicapreferred, nome daily tions
$1,000eweek. (1) Mi- Application Deadlinennie and (1) part-time. May 30, 2008. Salary.
615-449-4022.
minimum $32.000
To Apply: Send cover
Need to place
letter, resume, and
an
three current prolesaional references to
Cis I I to!. WI'
Chair.
Programmer
sn, ill be
Analyst
Search
to help.
Committee,
Murray Ledger'
Administrative
& Times
Computing
Information Systerrs.
270-753-19113
PROFESSIONAL
Position- hOITIOT senior
level executive and
local business owner
seeks position in sales
Cr operations and
finance
Entrepreneurial mind.
ed with proactive goal
oriented attitude. Track
record reflects high
level competency in
sales management,
facilitating developmeetsl strategies, and
promoting bottom line
results. MBA/BS. To
request
copy
of
resume, please leave
message watt name
and address on 630581-0203

If you would like a
weedy house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636.
WILL set with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital Will also do
house cleaning.
753-7129, 210-4173

LOCAL children's store
for sale. Please contact (270559-1123
Local specialty retail
business for sale, greet
location, established
customer base, has
been in operation for
30+years.
Pnce
includes ae equipment,
furniture & fixtures, and
inventory.
Serious
inquires only should be
addressed to FOB
1393. Murray, KY
42071 Include name.
phone number. e-mail
address and owner will
respond.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Salm
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3566

ANTIQUES. Cali Larry
753-3633
BUY/NG
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coln
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

ARMIN
Fuses
3-WHEEL bike $1.
36' to. $60. 21'tv. $ags
Both televisions to
good condition.
270-767-0884,
270-226-9566.
BOWFLEX ultimate
$1,000- 293-5662
ESTATE sale, May
24th 10:00-5:00. 1312
Kirkwood Dr., Murray,
KY
FRESH milk COOP.
293-6989
NICE GE dryer- $1013.
293-6181 or 753-1758.

CLAWF1EDS

4B • Wednesday, May 21, MOB

MOVING YARD SALE
94E 8m1
Turs, Fri It Sat

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Drupind Drive • Murray. KY 42071

Om and iwo Bedrooni Apartments
entral Heat and Au
Accepting Applications
Office
C.?

Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 4 pan.

Neale
For fie
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCCH. Rear Prosticien
also. LO, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment carters & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

1411-"Fe71
:
.
3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washerldryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
CAVA. Utilities not
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458

TRUCK LOAD SHOE SALE
800 SOUTH 4TH STREET
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
10:00-6:00

MEN, WOMEN AND
CHILDREN'S SHOES

3848R, 2BA available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9098
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9698
3 BR house, CAVA. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606
761 3694.

Alft es/
SELEC TOON
USED APPl 141V(Is
WARD tleito,

(270) 753 1.7'3

L ;_f"am_

Brown sleeper sofa
and matching love seat
$200. Oxblood Leather
club chair and ottoman
after
$200
Call
5:00pm 759-1622.

Need fumItura?i
We set; new & used

MAIN St
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

900 Ford Tractor,
52,000. 489-2390
JD 600 Htboys $3.500
JD 6000 Hicycies
$7.500. Tobacco
sticks, .15 each. Can
deliver
(302)550-4080
itmus For Ids
1981
14X7o
Fleetwood, Stella Area.
$57,000 753-9477
1999 Sunshine 16x80,
3BR. 2-Bath, vinyl siding,
Northern
I nsulated,
nice
(270)489-2525
EASY QUALIFY- NO
you own or have
access to land? Zero
down on a new Ceylon
home
FREE
APPROVAL
7314644429.

Row
RESPONSIBLE long
term renters seek 2
BR house QUIET
CLEAN, PET FRIENDLY. country or city, reasonable rent
(270) 753-1495.

Bedroom apartment
Clean and nice, at
appliances. including
WiD
No
Pets.
(270)436-2524 Of
293-6906.
1 or 2 BR apartment-17
No pets" Please leave
ntessage. 270-7531970
1 OR 2bi apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182 BR apts. -year
lease: 1BR $350.06
28R $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559

3 BR, 2 BA all appliances. Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
Apartment for rent.
$400 per month. No
pets. 270 227-3812.
BEAUTIFUL 2 BR welt
horse stall available, 6
miles from town, no
pets, smoke free, references, $500 489-274/
CLEAN, nice 2 BR, all
appliances, 414 N. 8th
St., no pets, *MOM,
free, $375. 489-2741.

NOW LEASING
1,26 30edroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wecineeday, Friday.
Phone 7594984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL IBR, nonsmoking apt upstairs.
water paid, &wallahs
now, no pets.
Said= 753-5980

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1.,̀
,
h sr 1,

3 BR. 2 BA with bardwood floors. newly
nsmodasso. 701 Broad
St. No pets. $500
monthly. 270-293-4602
4 BR house with 2 BA.
$750/mo. Located of
Hwy 464 in developing
subdivision
near
Kirksey 2 years old
and in great condition.
Call 270-994-0401.
1 BR, 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled,
hardwood floors. Close
to MSIJ 1655 Ryan
Ave No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602
BEAUTIFUL
2
Bedroom.
washer.
dryer. central AC,
smoke and pet free.
wood and tile floors
603 Vine St. $595/mo.
226-9006.
QUAINT Farm House,
roomy 3+8R. CA/A,all
appliances. 10 minutes
from Murray. Quiet
country setting No
pets. $600 per month
489-2534 before 9pm

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-76138

MOVING SALE
1519 BETHEL
ROAD
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
6.00-12:00
Furniture, toys,
clothes and
household items.
Everything
must go!

YARD SALE
205
Beasley Rd.
Pirates Cove
Resort area,
watch for /dons.
Fri & Set
7:00
14* band saw
almost ilea, old
round wood table,
ar vanity lop, tote Of
(pod items
MOVING SALE
300
Cambridge Dr.
Thursday-Monday
7:00-?
(270)873-2479

Excemise
--NCIRREarlaNI-STORAGB
equipment, king size
724 S.4TH ST.
bed, large mirror.
cough, lamps, books,
011111111 4111 S. &f
ab lounge, huge
Hale $25 itts15
stereo system,
(2761436-1524
lots of misc. .
(270) 2934906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
...Sate I dean
'We eel boxes!
•We real U-Hauls.
753-010X1

Fee Ree

2BR Dupes with
carport. 753-7457
227-3054
2BR duplex, nice,
CAVA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9896

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (27(J) 293-4183
9 a.m. 4 p.m. M-F

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345). Al
appliances rncludIng
washer and dryer.
Available siitoa. 7595885 or 293 7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent towed on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone:
accessible.
492-8721. Mon 8
Thurs
10-12em. TOO No.
1-000-648-6156. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

OWNER SAYS SELL

Table w,4 chairs, sofa & chair, gun
cabinet, lamps, cookbooks, pictures.
T V.'s, antique car, bed w/chest,
storage cabinets, an' Compressor,
pressure spray, tools, work bench.
Crafts, computer w/printer, glassware,
riding mower, lots of miSc ,
come get a bargain.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Foltal
52X40 clean-up shop
w/ office, fenced in
behind shop. 293-6430
OFFICE or retail spate
avaSable. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
SHOPS
40'x48',
40's40. gas heat Insulated.. 12 ft walls.
Located 406 Sunbirry
Circle Murray Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935

AKC
Registered
Labpups for sale. Cali
270-293-2645 leave
message it na
BENGAL spotted leopard kittens, ready now.
$350 (2701703-5877
Obeidence.
436 2858.
REGISTERED 2 male
Miniature Schnauzers
Last breeding of the
year. Pnce negotiable
293-1482

2BRiti 38R apartments
available Great iodation. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

1.0, acres for sale by
owner One mile north
of campus
759-9067(home)
227-0921(0a

Rare Business opportunity and real
estate. Great location on 94 East on
your way to Kentucky Lake!
Real Esters is sold "as is" 10% Buyers premium will be added to the final bid and is part of
the contract pnce. (Due day of sale and non
refundable) 1091 down on real estate and balance due in 30 days. Cash or bank letter a must
All announcements day of sale take precedence
over any other

Haw
Control.

3.34151

Repairs
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
4.Y.L: AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND
&

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and
sand.
Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. Of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a
right on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899 or 293-5914

270-753-9090
Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer isic. 8P01136
Barbara Campbell - Broker Lk.957665

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, water
front lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248.500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595
1Y
-1ZI)e
o-r-Oo
-r-n7bath
each side. freshly
remodeled, , one side
has double carport.
G'reat location.
$141.900.00. Call for
further information
753-2905 or 293-8595.
& ATY's

MLR"Sib

I

I
%,%

Coll 153 5606
I
Ullts Vseise
el
L
2004 GMC Yukon SLT
4WD, White with tan
leather interior, 4 door,
2nd row captain seats
and 3rd row bench
seiat. Power locks. windows, seats ano sun'oat . 81,00C miles,
Excellent
$15,000.
condition, one owner.
Call 759-4019 (days)
753-8151 (night) or
293-8151.

561:)-

Toyota Rave, 1
Weed automatic, air
bags. AM-FM CD player. power window, silver with gray interior,
keyless entry, 28 mpg,
very good condition,
84,000 miles, $9.750.
436-5610.

111

I

.2-0813

Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions/ Remodeling
sGuaranteed professional & reliable service
•Inaurecl
•Competitiee & reasonable pricing

MORETON ELECTRIC & ALARM

tactricat ConsionitttivriStsysir
Rust hasponss tik041^4 24111
01,1

1/111.

ri-

!LW_ orterat,sti.

ils&-aftm Litt-oftw
227-8575
Dirt Cheap Lawn Care
Free est Mowing, gutter cleaning, bush trimming, and more

---Ctiric

Since 1986
24 moult sanwca
I Res. Corn., & lad.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

I

USED TIRES

,

Owner/C'ontractor Luke Rickman

,f141, If I
„,

'ELM

Alio Pans

RSTRUCTIOL
INC
'
..

L_____„....

87 Glastron 16' ski
boat, 88 HP Evtnrude
with low hours, garage
kept, in
excellent
shape, economical fun.
270-210-4219.

Fer
GREAT cattle/horse
arni w/creek bottom,
op quality land, small
wooded area. Fenced
w/great pasture, year
around water, 50,000
bushel bin w/drying
floor. Abundant wildlife
w/excellent potential
for trophy buck Greet
building site Blacktop
frontage approximately
5 miles east of Hazel,
KY. Additional acreage
available. $270.000.
(318)773-8406

litICKNIAINI

98 Crown Line 1926R,
4 liters, 6 cylinders.
270-556.4598
1990 Bass Boat, 3 11194N
Interstate
batteries.
12/24 Volt trolling
motor, on board battery
charger, 3 depth finders,
extra
clean.
$5,900 293-7397.

"Auctions With CAKE"
112 N. 12th Street• Marray, KY 42871

FuTRELCS Tree
SerVidll
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839.

MURRAY Reel Estelle
9111hr Licensing Class
June 5-28, Weekends
270-223-0789. Prepay
$980.00 debit/credit 0
www.a mericancareertraining.com

State laws lortad discurrunabon
.n the 'Alit rental or advertising
of nal estate baled on factors in
utrbbon to those protected
oodcr bd.-al law

NEW
construction
nearing completion,
2175 so ft in new subdivision. 3 BR. 2 BA.
open floor pen with
split bedrooms, 2 car
garage, large lot.
Located between Hwy
641 N and the New
Hwy 80 to Mayfield
$155,000. 291-0139
before 8pm.

For Salo 95 Camaro,
V6, new tires, $2,850
Call 489-2390
FOR sale repossessed
2906 Nissan Mime,
very good condition,
26,000 miles, $15,000.
Tim or Donna
270-438-6074.
2006 Maxima. 3.5 SL.
loaded, 35,000mt
753-5731.
81 Triumph Spitfire,
good body, new- top,
also hard top, new
parts, motor basket.
270-492-6322.
270-873-9436

Bedrsom homes
In Riserticid

LJ

Met
Amp
2934872

Chevy
1988
Conversion
van.
$3.000. 674-5971 or
'05-4800

PLUMB & LEVEL
C.ONSTIRUCTION
festal Pcols-Guranteed
flosidental Home
Bogdan
•Remodeeng
flooring Floor Joist
•Dacks
•Vlnyl Ss' dog
AS home improvements
We do n
Home 759.1701
'Cell 971-2391
Licensed & Insured

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling. additions,
ogees home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tIto &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Laity NImmo
753-2353 753-0353
APP1JANCE RPM
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

111101 i,t00

•

-1301 St RI 1.11N
75A 14087

J&D
Lawn
Cant.
Mowing and trimming
Eras estimates. 270759-4994, 270-2937315.
1 8, M lawn Serviii

‘,1

Nilltfit
1;1 11'.
1.,1‘111f.!

Water Darns* Revs
Braces &Roes ken
firreselsing & Plurreng
Devid Gehmom owna.
PM Do insurance NM"
Vasa thstirCeskresesw

ia

L_u_Nd_r_

Ledger II, llmita Pah
Hewett% Ad Node.

RESIDENTIAL building
ots for sale Sunset
Blvd., Loch Lomond
and
Broach
St
(7311642-4161 8:00
4 00

Decks, Concrete

flakes

Campbell
Auction &
Real Estate

New 2-4
Realty & Restal
Rental Property &
Property Maisgemeat
Servs:es svalhibie
Can 761-7355
ewe leormintsesesky.

Painting, Flooring, Roofing,

Auction on site.
Time to Buy!Interest rates Low!

Nit•Ta,

ot forther asuman, with Fair
...op Advertising reutore
ointact NA A 1 ounsel
Pea, P %Ian, 171111610-1000

Additions, Windows, Siding,

2005 Chevrolet pickup, 20,700 miles, red,
Mks new, carport kept.
752-0227 after 8:00pm
99 Ford Ranger supercab. I OR, 8211 miles,
loaded sharp. $6,500
obo. 976-1548
95 Chevy Pick-up,
$2,250 293-0139.

Wednesday, May 21st, 2008
at 4:00 p.m.

All real estate advertued Amin
sailwect to the Federal Per
Hoieung Act. WIWI, makes e
illegal to adverbt any prefer.
race. itnutabon or discrenua
bon bawd no race .1407 :el,.
pon, sex, handicap lama.] oat. or babonal ongur ii. Intel,
bon to wake any ach peter
benItslions or diunnunabon.

IS, n,lI lr..r.rnglr accept any
ad,crfi ong for real estate WhOl
IN Ma
oi he law All
rttaga arc hwebv odor:bed
War al di..e,
.Ings adverbard en
on al,equal opportu,
no. bar.

Sale1996
For
S:verado
Chevrolet
extended cab V8,
$3,800 obo 2000 Ford
F-250 V8 gas with bed
cover. $6,000
489-2390

Lakeway Convenient Mart

t

1411111L
1atils
1

C,alhoon Construction,Ifil

Woos

AUCTION AUCTION
AUCTION

1637 Miner Street,
Murray, KY Bnck 3 BR
2 1/2 BA, sunroorn
detached
garage
- remodeled in 2002 lots
of atoraga space, wired
' .-FAIMLY
with CAT 5 wire for
YARD SALE
high speed Internel
2046 HOPIUNS Rd.
and networking con
off 34111 lit rd
nections, 2 Mocks to
on left off Charley
MSU campus
Meier Rd
270-559-4071.
Watch for signs
3 BR, 1 BA (louse, 1
Thurs 22nd 6
block from Murray
Fri 23rd 6:30 to??
State
campus
Baby earns gals,
Recently remodeled.
household *ems,
1,400 sq. ft. hardwood
tebts and 4-oltsid,
floors, double drivesornmsns tor IMICIOre.
ways.
$62,500
(502)387-6054.Buyers
agents
commision
MOVING Sale
11 Whisper Or. Waal honored.
Center
Ridge FOR Sale by owner, 3
Subdivision, 94 ewe to
BR, 1 BA, near park,
732, go 9 miles on
gas fire place, wood
right Saturday May
floors, alarm, fenced
24th
yard. 761-2827.
Hide-a-bed couches,
recliner, flat top stove. Open House Saturday
refrigerator, BOO gra. May 24th 9:00-1:00. 3fishing
equipment. bedroom, 1-bath,
t.v.'s & tools. Call any1200/Sq-ft. Brick 110tfte
time 436-2822 or
1-1/4 acres. CHA.
293-7247
Large Fenced
Backyard, Patio.
$75.000 firm.
i1-7resas
1
615-804-7444

Horse boarding pas
lure or stall or both
$125 a month. Located
in /Cm° area. 270-7564994. 270-293-7315.

Murray Ledger & limes

731-247-5422
293-2643
THE Murray Ledge,
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although
persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

BST Masonry, fence
and dock. Custom
work 20 years experience. 270-474-0885.
293-5642.
BPANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard clean
up, shrubs, bush hogging. tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
alter 6:00
(270)436-5277
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floortng •Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home improvements
(270)9711-2111
Licensedinsured
nadasuconstruction net
DNJ HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

PAAR Excavating
Bank gravel, fill dirt &
top soil. (270)2933252
Fredrick
Plumbing Inc.
'Frearg•ncy
Plumbing S•rytre'

•A•pair •Ilstrnodfri
•N•w construction
Mailer Plumb..
le•riwod & 1,1..0
(270)11711.11M

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
TROYER'S
Constructfor, Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0257

COMICS / FEATURES
Girlfriend fears her love
may fade with man's hair

Murray Ledger & times
Ledger & Times

LeekingBack
600,111-e
Siding,
qr, Roofing,
crete
61-6790

11-11.007
r'S
L & SAND
I gravel, pea
ock, dirt and
1 N Of Murray
, then take a
ns Rd.

!93-5914

Like Rickman
niction of
Remodeling
lk reliable service
sable pricing
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Rob
• allon spraying lus field on
Airport Road with insecticides as
tic gets ready to set his tobacco
crop. The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Kenny Bryan Ernstberger, senior at Calloway County High
School, and Erika M. Wolff, senior at Murray High School, were
winners of Ment Scholarships by
the National Merit Scholia ship
Program.
New officers of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are Virginia Thomson, chairman; Jackie Helm, vice chairman;
Venda Jean Gibson, secretary: and
Marjory Sanders. aeasurer
20 years ago
Murray Dentist Dr. Howard Tisworth will travel to the Philippines in June to work for one
month at a Vietnamese Refugee
Camp He will be working as a
volunteer from the Rotary Foundation.
Published is a picture of Major
Dean Honchul, U.S Army, stationed at St. Louis. administering
the oath of reenlistment to his brother, Sgt. David Honchul, U.S. Air
Force. They arc the sons of Lt.
Col. Delbert Honchul (ret.) of
Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs Keith Hopkins,
April 28, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Todd Shupe, May 7, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Williams,
May 8.
30 years ago
Marlene Farell was featured as
Miss Spring 1978 for the annual
special 24-page section included
in the issue of May 19 of the
Murray Ledger i Times. She is
a senior at Murray High School
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Farrell.
Four students from Murray
graduated May 14 from the University of Louisville. They were
Richard Earl Blalock and John
Mark Jenkins, doctor of medicine;
and David Graham Fitch and Jackie Dale Nanny, doctor of dental.

Births reported include a girl
to Mx and Mrs Ronnie Hargrove,
April 15
DEAR ABBY: I am not sure
40 years age
how to handle my boyfriend's hair
Kay Pinkley, daughter of Mr.
loss 'Jasper is 34 and I'm 23.
and Mrs L.K Pinkley of MurWe have been dating for two
ray, represented the state of Kenyears and have a wonderful relatucky in the Miss USA Contest
tionship
We are completely open
held in Miami Beach, Fla. She
to each other, and because of that,
was named as "Miss Amity" by
I feel backed into a corner regardthe 51 contestants at the contest.
ing this subPublished is a picture of the
ject.
new officers of the Hazel Woman's
Hair loss
Club who are Mrs. I W. Jones,
is such a
president, Mrs. Hughes Bennett.
tricky topic.
first vice president; Mrs. Charles
Women aren't
Knott, second vice president; Mrs.
supposed to
Gerald Ray, recording secretary,
care, but in
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson. corresponreality we do
ding secretary, and Mrs. Gerald
unless
Galhmore. treasurer
-you're one of
50 years ago
those
fare
Paul Lee Jr. has completed the
women who
first phase of basic training at
enjoy
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
bald
By Abigail
heads. (I'm
Mrs. E.C. Parker spoke about
"Your Home and Your Garden"
not one of
Van Buren
at a meting of the Home Departthem.)
Although Jasper's hair loss is barement of the Murray Woman's Club
ly noticeable now, without sonic
held at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
sort of plan it will probably take
New officers of the Murray
°yet in a few years.
Training School Chapter of the
Jasper is self-conscious about
Future Business Leaders of Amerhis thinning hair. I can tell he's
ica were Jerry Shroat, president;
worried, but he doesn't want to
Benita Maddox, vice president,
do anything about it. I care more
Carolyn Wood, secretary; Michael
McCasey, treasurer; Judy Grogan. about Jasper's feelings than his hair,
so I haven't let him know how
reporter: Nancy Gibbs, historian.
much it bothers me, although he
and Rotten Burton. parliamentarasks me often.
ian.
His type of hair loss is treat60 years ago
able. I find him very attractive
Murray Hospital has been
now, but I don't know how I will
accepted for membership in the
American Hospital Association, feel when he's bald, and I'm sort
according to Carmon Graham, of cringing inside about d. I feel
like a daily ritual would not be
administrator.
too much to ask of someone.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
I'm fed up with hearing, "If
Baptist Church, Barbourville, has
you love him, let him be" because
been called as pastor of First Bapmy
attraction to him is an importist Church. Murray, according to
tant part of our lives. What should
Claybome Jones. chairman of the
I do? -- TIRED OF SITTING ON
pulpit committee.
MY HANDS
The Murray Roller Rink opened
DEAR TIRED: Most women
last night in the Outland Tobacarc
not so fixated on 'what's on
co Factory on Maple Streets, E.W.
top" that they fail to value what's
Outland and Ray ant are operaunderneath. While some hair loss
tors.
is treatable with a "daily ritual.'
some is not. The land that isn't

Dear Abby

Todaylnllisterv
LIMB a LEVEL

orarrylUCT101.4

nt leoots-Gurareeed
Siesidentai Home
Builders
•Fiemodelinti
bonne- Floor Joist
sipeeks
*WWI Siding

lOrnei liriproverlants
We nos

Some 759-4704
Cell 970-2391
erased & Insured

Murray Ledger
nea considers its
Pea reliable, but
coracles
do
iv Readers using
nformation do so
heir own risk
)Ugh
persons
companies menid herein are
ved to be rept°, The Murray
per & Times, nor
of its employees
pt any responsiwhatsoever for
activities.

NCHING
782-3951
336-5288

YEA'S
Feud:ion, Poie
I. *hinging, metal
Dan* Troyer
804-6884

4-FisaS
Tree
ca. Free mitts. Phone
1662, 227-0267

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 21,
the 142nd day of 2008. There are
224 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A.
Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St.
Louis near Parrs. completing the
first solo airplane flight across
the Atlantic Ocean
On this date:
In 1542, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto died tvhSe searching for gold along the Mississippi River.
In 18.42, the first Democratic
National Convention got under
way, in Baltimore.
In 1840, New Zealand was
declared a British colony.
In 1892, the opera "Pagliac.
ci," by Ruggero Leoncavallo, was
first performed, in Milan. Italy.
In 1881. Clara Barton founded the American Red Cross.

In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby
Franks was murdered in a "thrill
killing" committed by Nathan
Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb,
two students at the University of
Chicago.
In 1932, Amelia Emhart became
the first woman to fly solo across
the Atlantic Ocean as the landed
in Northern Ireland, about 15 hours
after leaving Newfoundland
In 1956, the United States
exploded the first airboree hydrogen bomb over Bikini Atoll in
the Pacific.
In 1959, the musical "Gypsy."
inspired by the life of stripper
Gypsy Rose Lee, opened on Broadway.
In 1979, former San Francisco City Supervisor Dan White
was convicted of voluntary
manslaughter in the slayings of
Mayor George Moscone and openly gay Supervisor Harvey Milk

Ten years ago: Teen gunman
Kip Kinkel opened fire inside
Thurston High School in Springfield, Ore., killing two students,
a day after killing his parents.
(Kinkel was sentenced to nearly
112 years in prison for the slayings.) In the wake of deadly antigovernment protests, Indonesia
President Suharto stepped down
after 32 years in power and was
succeeded by Vice President B.J.
Habibie. Frank and Shirley awed
of Streamwood, 111., announced
they were the holders of a winning Powerball ticket worth $195
imllion
Five years ago: Christie Whitman resigned as Environmental
Protection Agency administrator.
The most devastating earthquake
to hit Algeria in two decades
killed at least 2.200 people. Ruben
Studdard edged Clay Aiken to win
the second "American Idol".

1"1

can be successfully treated with
a hair transplant -- if the candidate is eligible, and if it is clone
by a talented, qualified surgeon
Whether Jasper is willing to
endure the discomfort or the inconvenience is anyone's guess In
fact, he might prefer to find a
woman who is less hung up on
ham than you Frankly. I'm betting he wouldn't have to look too
•••

DEAR ABBY: Please help me.
I am a 24- year-old daughter who
works with my father in a *mall
company We weren't close until
I reached college age. Since I
have been working with bun, we
have grown much closer.
I love my parents dearly. However. Dad has an addictive persomility. He has smoked, drunk
and gambled in the past, but overcame these issues Dad had an
alcohol relapse a few years ago.
Mama found him drunk. She hid
it from my sister and roe, but
later told me in confidence. She
said if he ever did it again, she
might leave him.
Ow business is having a rough
time, and I found a stash of alcohol in Dad's office. I know it can
be no one else's. I don't want to
ruin his marriage, nor do I want
to Lie by omiuion to Marna.
Should I confront him, or let it
play out and pretend I didn't
know?
I'd be devastated if they
divorced. My sister is still in
school. This is difficult since he's
my dad AND my boss. Any direction would be greatly appreciated. — DAUGHTER WHO KNOWS
TOO MUCH
DEAR DAUGHTER: Tell
your father you found has stash
and urge him to get back into
his program immediately Give
him a deadline to do it AND to
tell your mother. If he doesn't,
then you must. She has a right
to know, and if you remain silent,
you will only enable your father
to continue drinking.
For your own emotional health,
please do not allow yourself to
be in the middle I have mentioned Al-Anon so often I'm beginning to feel like an echo chamber. So allow me to mention another group that may be helpful. It's
Adult Children of Alcoholics World
Service Organization, a I2-step
program for individuals with whom
I guarantee you'll find much in
common. Its Web site is
www.adultchildren.org
•••
Dear Abby is written by Abl.
pa Van Boren, aim known as
Jeanne Pithlips, sad was fogad.
ed by bar mother, Pane
Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
wwwJDestrAbby.ceri or
Dm
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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For an excellent guide to
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only) tee Dior Abby P•pdasity
litaiddet, P.O. Box 447, Meath
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Shop locally for
personal treatment
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
appalled to recently read again in
your column a specific mention
of Wal-Mart Pharmacy in reference to locating a product While
it would most certainly be unethical, readers nught assume that
you benefit in some way by pro
moons
the
pharmacy.
Local.
independently
owned pharmacies
do
still exist and
often provide
the best service to people
they actually
luiow
by
name.
Our
town
IS
By
blessed with
Da Peter Gott such a pharmacy, which
has been an active and contributing member of our business community for nearly 100 years. The
staff members are friendly, compassionate and skilled. The owners and employees have contributed
countless hours of volunteer work
and have made major financial contributions for every cause from
after-prom parties to the building
of a new library and hospital
wing. You do everyone a great
disservice by blatantly promoting
any particular pharmacy in your
column.
DEAR READER: Point well
taken. However, I will attempt to
defend myself. On occasion, I
mention a product that is not
available an small-town pharmacies and is available only through
larger chains such as Wal-Mart,
CVS, Rite Aid and others, depend.
ing on where you live. If a person is to find a particular product, he or she must, in this case,
bypass the local store for a chant
Large chain pharmacies can also
provide medication at prices far

Del Gott

below local pharmacies. For many
Americans. this as reason enough
to use them
I live in a very small town
with a spectacular pharmacy. and
I often enlist the Services and
expense of the pharmacist on
staff to point me in the right
direction. it's a resource I can't
do without I am aware that if
you' were to ask your local pharmacist to order a product, he or
she would make every effort to
accommodate you. The problem
here involves timing. The average prison is not willing to wart
and demands immediate resolutiOn.
I heartily endorse shopping
locally and supporting those
sources that support us. Therefore, readers, make all attempts
to stay local for your needs. When
this isn't possible, visit larger establishments.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 48year-old, very active male with
more things to do than I have
time for, but, apparently my time
is running out Two years ago. I .•
was diagnosed with Dupuytren's ;
contracture. It's growing fast. and..
I've found out no one will dial
any preventive surgery until I can'i
no longer function. Bologna!
do I keep getting the same•ai
response? Is there anyone who •
can help me? I don't want to
wait until I can't function. My hands and palms ache. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: As with any
surgery, the benefits must out-;
weigh the risks, and apparently
your condition IS riot yet severe ,
enough to justify an aggressive-•
approach.
If you have seen specialists:.
who feel your condition is not
severe enough to warrant surgery,
I suggest you accept the recommendation Make repeat visits as •
your condition progresses

CentractBrIdge
Cards Always Tell a Story
North dealer
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•K 9 ti 4
V.I 102
•K 6 3
•A K 7
WEST
EAST
•7 6 2
•A 3
•Ci 9 8 6 5 3
•4
052
•QJI098
+108
1 95 4
SOUTH
•QJ 105
VA K 7
•A 7 4
06 3 2.
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
•
I,
•
Pass
2*
Pass
4•
Opening lead -- use of diamonds.
There are many deals where
declarer appears to have no chance to
make his contract as the cards lie. In
Smile of these cases, though, the situation is not quite as hopeless in it
might seem. All that is required is
that declarer expend a bit of extra
effort.
Coesider this deal where three
notrump would have been the ideal
contract, but where North-South
reached four spades instead. Declarer
won the diamond lead with the ace
and played the queen of spades,

taken by East with thc ace. Last
returned his singleton heart, but
South went up with the ace, drew
two more rounds of trump ending in
dummy, and then led the jack of
hearts, planning to let it ride if East
followed low.
Bet whets East discarded a diamond, it appeared declarer would
have to lose a trick in each suit and
go down one However. South soon
found a way to turn the bad news in
hearts to his ads antagc.
He started by cashing the king of
hearts and then the king of diamonds.
When West followed suit, his original distribution became an open
book The play to this point had
resealed that West started with
exactly three spades, six hearts and
tivo diamonds. Ilc therefore had to
have precisely two clubs, which in
turn gas c South a choice of ways to
make the contract!
Is practice, South cashed the A.K
of clubs and led a third club East
won and cashed a diamond, but was
then forced to return either a diamond or a club, allowing declarer to
discard his heart loser while he
ruffed in dummy
The same result could have been
achieved by putting West on lead
with a heart after cashing the A -K of
clubs, compelling him Id return a
heart for the fatal ruff-and-discard.

Thmorrow: The rationale of good defense
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1 Long-winded
one
5 Plaintive cry
8 Apply gold leaf
12 DOS akterruieve
13 Bultfight yell
14 Drama award
15 A lot
16 Insult. slangily
17 Any Mrs
18 Divvy up
20 Map detail
21 Soothed
24 Parking
attendant
27 — Marie Saint
26 Float along
31 Serried a deal
32 Once named
33 Met role
34 Drop — — line
35 — choy
36 Llama habitat
37 Naval officer
39 Boutique
43 %rider

46 Syllogism word
47 Vegas lead-in
49 Once around
the sun
51 Committed
Perjury
52 Frothy brew
53 Type of eagle
54 Opposing sides
55 End up ahead
56 Burrows
DOWN
1 Mooch
2 Heavy burden
3 Like cheese.
cake
4 Breathed out
5 Mannequin
6 Yale athlete
7 — Montgomery
of ;an
8 Bride's
purchase
9 White wader
IC Type of packet
11 Bug repellent
19 Groove

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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20 Snake River
loc
22 Mild onions
23 Festive night
24 Vitality
25 Top-rated

26 — and Pernns
(steak sauce)
28 Contractor's
figure
29 Byron work
30 Lino/ degrees
32 Miss Piggy's
refusal
33 In a snit
35 Pollen
spreader
36 In days gone
by
38 Norwegian
playwright
39 Kind of portrait
40 Small combo
41 Curved molding
42 Dowels
44 Garr of
"Tootsia
45 Masculine
principle
47 Axiom
48 Muhammad —
50 Lawyers thino
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IVISU's Howard is presenter at
Kentucky Girls STEM event
Dana Howard, marketing
specialist for Murray State
Univeisity's
Center
for
Telecommunication Systems
Management, will be one of two
showcase presenters at the kickoff conference for the Kentucky
Girls STEM Collaborative. The
event will be held Friday in
Lexington at the University of
Kentucky Student Center
Funded by the National
Science Foundation, the collaborative was formed to encourage
girls in grades K-I2 develop an
interest in the areas of science,
technology, engineering and
math(STEM). A major goal is to

CyberCave laboratory located in
the Center for TSM High
school students from across the
region visit the CyberCave
throughout the school year to
experience hands-on learning
with state-of-the-art technology.
CyberCave Academy sessions
are scheduled during the summer where students can spend a
week on campus (at no charge)
developing their own projects.
Doris Clark-San will also
represent Murray State at the
conference. She is director of
the AIMS program at MSU and
a member of the STEM board.

inform and motivate them to
pursue careers and compete for

the many high-paying jobs
available in these fields that are
critical to the economic future of
Kentucky.
The event will feature
Kentucky Education Secretary
Helen Mountjoy and Deborah
MacKay, Lexrnark Inc 's vice
president for research and development of the consumer printer
division. They will offer their
views on the status and importance of STEM education in
Kentucky and the job market.
Howard's showcase will be
on Murray State University's

Norman
Photo provided

Pictured from left are: Seth Fortenbery: Emily Ashby; Amy Winkler: and Will Blackford.

Members of CCHS class of 2009
chosen to attend summer program
Four members of the
Calloway County High School
Class of 2009 have been selected to attend the Governor's
Scholar program this summer.
Morehead State University,
Centre College, and Bellannine
University will host the fiveweek, residential summer program for outstanding Kentucky
students who have completed
their junior year in high school.
Established in 1983, the pro-

gram provides academic and
personal growth through the balance of a strong liberal arts program with a full co-curricular
and residential life experience.
Students must complete an
application and compete with
others front, across the state.
Those selected attend the program free of charge. Most
Universities in Kentucky have
special scholarships available
for participants in this program.

Students selected from
among the several applicants at
Calloway County High School
include: Emily Ashby, daughter
of Janet and Fred Ashby; Will
Blackford, son of Susan and
Wayne
Blackford;
Seth
Fortenbery, son of Chris and
Craig Fortenbery and Shelly and
John Hudson; and Amy Winkler,
daughter of Angela and Scott
Winkler.

Feed the Pig program encourages
elementary students to save

1

Members of Beta Aloha Psi
from Murray State University
conducted a project this past
semester where they went out to
the area elementary schools and
did a "Feed the Pig" presentation. Piggy banks were given
to each of the elementary students along with the Beta Alpha
Psi students teaching them the
basics of savings and sound
financial strategies.
According to www.feedthepig.om, Feed the Pie*,is a new
national public service campaign from the American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) and the
Advertising Council. The goal
of the campaign is to encourage
the 40 million Americans age
25-34 to take control of their
personal finances. The camkign, Feed the PigTM, is a new
Component of the 360 Degrees
Of Financial Literacy effort that
aims to educate Americans
about how financial issues affect
tbeir lives. It features a web site,
w.360financial I iteracy.org.
Offering free tools and resources
to help Americans manage their
finances through every stage of
Tim Todd; dean of the college of business and public
affairs at
Murray
State
University, expressed
the
department's appreciation of the
students involvement. "The
college of business at Murray
State University is extremely

proud of our accounting students who volunteer their time
to the local elementary schools
in educating young students
about the importance of saving
money," Todd said.
"Partnering
with
the
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public
Accountants,
our
accounting students give away
small piggy banks and illustrate
the importance of things like
handling an allowance, setting
goals and saving toward those
goals, and becoming a smart

consumer," Todd explained.
It is under Dr. Don
Chamberlain's leadership as
department chair, along with the
accounting faculty and staff, that
help make it possible, Todd said.
"We are very proud of our
accounting students in this very
important endeavor to further
educate young people in our
region in regard to financial savings and what that means to
their respective futures," Todd
said.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Someone is sure that he or she
is right-on, Let this person (and
Thursday, May 22, 2008:
Your style and sense of direction you) see the net results You
will separate you from the also might be surprised and
majority of people. You have the delighted by what happens it you
pull back. Tonight: As happy as
ability to zero in on one person
you will allow.
at a time, making each person CANCER (June 21-July 22)
feel very important Express this **** Learn what makes you
ability, and you'll often find that tick. Discover more about what
what seemed impossible will needs to happen in a situation
become possible. Your caring from an important friend, associtouches many. If you are single, ate or loved one. Understanding
being alone will become unac- evolves to a new level, where
ceptable. In fact, you are likely the two of you grow. Tonight:
to form one of the most impor- Sort through your options.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
tant relationships of your life. If **** Your
ability to sort
you are attached, be willing to through problems and undertake a stand and be who you are. stand more of what is needed
Let your sweetie also do the makes a difference Focus on
same. Focus not on the crowds accomplishment and achievebut on each other. CAPRICORN ment rather than cause yourself
can help you make and handle a problem Tonight: Opt for some
fresh air, or another healthy
money.
activity.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** How events unfurl could

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so,
I -Difficult

want happen. Give up pushing
Tonight Speak your mind.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dsc.
21)
**** Stop and look at your
assets clearly. Then evaluate
them once more. You might offer
much more than you realize and
do more than your tare share.
Make it OK to pull back and say
enough. Don't undermine your
well-being. Tonight: Treat yourself first.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are on a roll and
close to unstoppable. Clearly not
everyone agrees with you. If you
use these minor disputes positively, you could discover an
extremely positive outcome.
Break patterns. Tonight: In the
whirlwind of living.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** How you deal with others could be important Don't
keep putting an individual on the
back burner. Would you like to
be there? Decide to head in a
new direction and remain
upbeat. Tonight: Get some extra
R and Fl, You will need it aoon
enough.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***w* Zero in on your priorities, though yours might not be
another's. Also make that OK,
and you will be walking the right
path to make a difference. Join
friencla and family Draw others
together for a fun talk or happening. Tonight. You are where the
action is.

have much to do with your attitude, especially within a relationship, You quickly learn how easily you could be misread if you're
riot careful! Let a romance bud.
Allow a creative endeavor to
flourish Tonight: See the benefits of a hang-loose approach.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Your ability to move forward and perhaps try a different
approach emerges. Investigate
an offer that could change the
very nature of your daily life Be
honest with yourseif as to
whether you are realty interested BORN TODAY
in adapting. Tonight. Happy Writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
heading home,
(1859). artist Mary Cassatt
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
(1844), composer
Richard
***** What you perceive Wagner (1813)
could happen and what does
happen could be two different Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
stories. Knovang that, proceed Internet at http://www.lacquewith an open mind. You could be linebigar.com.
both summed and delighted (c) 2008 by King Features
simultaneously. Let what you Syndicate Inc

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You might want to let
bygones be bygones. The problem lies in that you must deal
with certain people Accepting
responsibility encourages taking
the lead and understanding others, as much as you rnight want
to do otherwise! Tonight:
Working quite late.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Answers come lrom
pulling back and gaining insight.
You might not feel comfortable
with an important relationship or
creative protect. Tune in to your
emotions, and you'll find another
path or way. Break through
resistances. Tonight. Stretch
beyond the obvious conclusion.
GEMINI(May 21-Junis 20)
**** You might want to do
more listening. Give up judging.
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Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank
and get this sturdy, Step Stool & Tool Box combo!
WHAT A GREA1' COMBINATION! Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online banking,
free bill pay, electronic statements, 18 banking centers, and a FREE GIFT!

Ifyou're an existing customer and you refer afriend, you both receive the gift!
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CLASS 3A TRACK REGIONAL

TH DISTRICT BASEBALL: MARSHALL CO. 3, MURRAY 2

Party crashers
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Rachel Adams clears the bar during the high jump Tuesday at the Class 3A First
Region track meet at Marshall County. Adams and George
Garner will represent the Lakers at state next week.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Marshall County's Tyler O'Daniel collides with Murray catcher Tanner Richerson as he attempts to score the winning
.run in the bottom of the seventh inning in Tuesday's Fourth District Championship game at Marshall County. Richerson couldn't hold on to the ball and the Marshals walked away with a 3-2 victory.

MARSHALL TAKES DISTRICT TITLE ON SEVENTH-INNING PLAY AT PLATE
BY TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
; DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. -- It
yeas only fitting that Tuesday's
ourth District title game would
nd in a rambunctious play at
:borne plate.
Murray and Marshall County
Ihad seemed to be on a collision
:course all afternoon, as each
• • .
'team s pitchers spent the first six
'Onnings wiggling and juking their
;Way out of jams, preserving a
;tow-scoring 2-1 Marshall lead
:going into the seventh inning.
I The trend of escapism wouldat last through the seventh, however.
After going 0-for-3 on the
'day, Tiger senior Adam Heskett
delivered a two-out RBI single
ff Marshall ace Cody Forsythe

to tie the game in the top of the
inning and give Murray starter
Roman Kelly a chance to take the
game into extra innings.
It wasn't to be however, as
Kelly, with the help of a fielding
error on right tielder Chess Volp.
worked himself into a pickle the
Tigers rpuornikte able to
maneuveride**4
With rtinners
rst and second and no outs, Brantley Barrett
roped a line drive base hit into
right field, setting up an attempt
to score from second. The Tiger
relay was a split second too late
as Tyler O'Daniel plowed into
catcher Tanner Richerson before
Richerson was able to get a handle on the ball, sending the
Marshals to a 3-2 win and a top
seed in next week's region tour-

nament.
"We put a little too many runners on, but (Kelly) seemed to be
able to wiggle out of them every
time," Tiger head coach Mike
Johnson said of his pitcher,'who
put Murray in position to wine
allowing five hits and striking
oat six, "We ,just didn't wiggle
orthere in the seventh."
Johnson decided to stay with
Kelly, whose pitch count had surpassed 100, for the seventh. Volp
threw a bullpen session during
the sixth and was available to
come on in relief, but Kelly
instead got the nod for another
frame.
The strategy ultimately backfired, as Kelly plunked the first
hitter he faced and Volp, playing
in an unfamiliar outfield posi-

tion, bungled a fly ball off Daniel
Riley's bat.
"With a tight game like that
you're thinking if it ends up
going nine or ten innings, we
might need (Volp) to be fresh,"
Johnson said. "Roman still had
good velocity and felt fine, so we
were • jaw going to let hint go
until he couldn't and then go
with Chess."
Volp pinch hit for David
Kuykendall in the top of the seventh and was forced to take the
field when Johnson decided to
stick with Kelly on the mound.
"I had to put him somewhere,
so I picked right, and that just
happened to be where all the
balls went," Johnson said. "He
m See BASEBALL,2C

4TH DISTRICT SOFTBALL: MARSHALL CO, 5, CALLOWAY CO. 4

Lady Marshals avenge losses
THIRD-INNING RALLY PUTS MARSHALL IN DRIVER'S SEAT
by MICHAEL DANN
SpOrts Editor
•
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. ----- In
•a joking manner, after accepting
;the runner-up trophy for the 4th
ilpiistrict championship softball
,4arne, Sam Butts and Meagan
4tarks made every attempt they
could to break the hardware over
their knees.
It was that kind of day for the
Lady Laker softball team, and
the frustration finally got the best
of them. Parlay that into some
bad luck and Calloway County
came up short in their bid to
knock off Marshall County and
repeat as champions Tuesday,
losing 4-3 in the title game.
Marshall County head coach
Jennifer Bumham, who played
her prep hall at First Region
powerhouse Reidland, jokes that
last year. "We weren't supposed
to win."
In an effort to bribe her team
a year ago, Burnham promised a
.sleep over. She lived up to her
'word. but following her team's
celebration around the 4th
District Championship Tuesday
evening, the second-year coach
was trying to fend off invitations
for a second year in a row.
For a minute, Burnham needs
time to breathe a sigh of relief.
She had already lost two regular season games to Calloway by
xerox scores of 1-0, but the
implementation of aggressiveness and a new mental approach
, paid off for the coach and the
:Lady Marshals.
' "My kids didn't really struggle this season hut had some really hard games where we lost
some really close games."

Adams ready to
jump for third
state title
GARNER ALSO QUALIFIES IN
TRIPLE JUMP AT FIRST REGION
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Echo(
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. -- She did it just for kicks.
After Rachel Adams successfully and easily cleared 5 feet, 6
inches in the high jump at the Class 3A First Region Track Meet
Tuesday at Marshall County. she was asked if she wanted to try
5-foot-7.
5-7? Why not just make it 5-7 1/2.
Five-foot, seven and a half inches is the meet record and
despite having it announced over the public address system to
hundreds of participants and spectators whose eyes went solely
to Adams. she admits she didn't get nervous.
She was unsuccessful in two attempts, but that's OK for the
Calloway County High School senior because her jump of 5-6
won her a third meet medal, placing first, and sending her to the
Kentucky State Track Meet for a third consecutive year.
Adams has taken first place in the high jump for the past
three years. Only her freshman season did Adams not finish first,
placing second.
It's determination, along with the will and desire that Adams
hopes will help bring home the gold for a third straight year.
"I thought I might as well try it," she said. "I mean, if I'm
going to go up to 5-7. I might as well go for the meet record."
With the state track meet taking a break from Paul Dunbar
High School in Lexington and moving to the University of
Louisville, Adams is more than confident about her chances.
As a junior last year, she won with a jump of 5-4. She raised
the bar in her sophomore campaign clearing 5-6.
And with facilites very much the same to those she experienced Tuesday at Marshall County, Adams goes in as a state
front runner.
"We jumped off asphalt last year and it was just horrible. It
does make a big difference," Adams explained. "Last year we
were jumping down hill, so it wasn't good for either boys or the
II See TRACK,2C

OVC BASEBALL ROUNDUP

JSU's Whittemore,
Samford's Marseco
highlight All-OVC teams
MURRAY STATE'S CUNNINGHAM,
OWEN HONORED AS WELL

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Calloway County first baseman Kayla Cunningham appiles this tag to Marshall County
base runner Allee Moore in the fifth inning Tuesday night. Moore was picked off by Lady
Laker catcher Kristin Boggess in the inning, but Marshall County would go on to take
the 4th District Championship 4-3.
Burnham said. "We've really
worked on our aggressiveness
and our mental approach. Last
night Was the first time I've seen
them execute that Coming
through what we came through
and learning from that, I was
happy to see how they progressed."
The Lady Lakers had just
taken a 3-1 lead in the bottom
half of the second inning after

Brittany Fox singled past a diving Careece Martin. A Kayla
Cunningham
sacrifice-bunt
moved Fox to second and with
two outs, Jackie Metcalfs bloop
single fell innocently amongst a
trio of MCHS defenders, scoring
Fox and Metcalf went into second on a throwing error.
Butts then followed suit with
a single to score Metcalf, giving
Calloway a two-run cushion.

That cushion didn't prove to
be very soft for Calloway in the
top portion of the third.
Lady Laker starter Ashton
Futrell gave up a lead off single
to Anna Maziarka, a fielder's
choice to Ashley Denfip and a
double to Jordan Gillum and
Allee Moore singled into center
field, scoring Denfip and a slidm See SOFTBALL,2C

Staff Report
For the first time since 1992, two players shared the Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the Year award, which was handed
out at the annual OVC Awards Banquet held on the eve of the
2008 OVC Baseball Tournament (which will be held at Brooks
Stadium in Paducah).
Jacksonville State senior outfielder Clay Whittemore and
Samford shortstop Michael Marseco split the votes and were
each awarded the OVC's highest honor.
Eastern Kentucky pitcher Christian Friedrich was named the
OVC Pitcher of the Year while Jacksonville State freshman outfielder Todd Cunningham was named Rookie of the Year and
JSU's Jim Case took home Coach of the Year honors.
Murray State sophomore designated hitter Wes Cunningham
was named to the All-OVC First Team and junior third baseman
Tyler Owen is a member of the Second Team.
Cunningham finished his second year hitting .380 with 62
hits. 32 runs and 30 RBI. Owen batted .293 with 48 hits, 24 runs
and 23 RBI.
The awards are voted on by league head coaches and sports
information directors and were awarded along with first and second-team All-OVC honors.
Jacksonville State, the regular season champions. led the way
with five first-team selections, three second-team picks and
three selections to the All-Freshman Team. Southeast Missouri
State (three selections) was the only other team to place multiple players on the first-team. Each Austin Peay. Samford and
Tennessee Tech equaled lax State with three second-team picks.
Whittemore and Marseco became the first people to share the
Player of the Year award in the last 16 years.
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•Track
From Page 18
girls. The year before they did it
off the football field. so you
were jumping off the astro turf.
so it wasn't too had."
. Hut after taking in an event
U of L just a couple of weeks
ago and winning with a jump of
five feet in rainy conditions.
Adams is excited and thrilled to
have an opportunity to win a
third state meet.
"I'll try to do my best, and
hopefully my best gets me a first
place medal," she said. "I've
worked really hard dunng track
season.
"I practice every day and
then I train on my own, running.
This year, I've been practicing at
Murray State and I think that's
helped out a lot as well."
With the vigorous high
school basketball pedigree
Adams has, her ability is Mate.
Now, whether or not that "natual
ability" leads her to a gold
medal is one thing Adams doesn't even know.

"I would say 5-4 or 5-6
would definitely win it for me at
the state meet." she said. "I don't
know much about the rest of the
competition around the state. I
know if anyone has
don
jumped higher than 5-4."
Calloway junior George
Garner also earned himself a
spot at state, winning the triple
jump at the regional with a leap
of 42-3.75. Teammate Tyrrell
Willis was fourth in the discus
and fifth in the shot put and didn't qualify.
The top two finishers in each
event advance to state, with
seven at-large bids scattered
throughout the state.
Both Laker 4x800 relay
squads finished fourth. Fifthplace finishes went to Karra
Jones in the 800-meter. Abby
Futrell in the long jump and
Daniel Hopkins in the 3.200meter.
The KHSAA State Track &
Field Championships will be
held May 30-31.
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Marshal starter Randi Butler
was dialed in. She retired the
next seven batters and got some
help from her teammates and the
Calloway counterparts as well.
After sitting down in order
the Lady Laker batters from the
bottom of the third into the bottom of the fifth. Butler gave up a
one-out walk to Butts.
WO speed on the bases and
the possible tying run, Boggess
lined a shot off the legs of a running Butts, forcing her out and
then, as if the Lady Lakers hadn't had enough had luck, Gillum

•

•

•

•

/ inn

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger & Times

George Garner's first-place finish in the triple jump netted him an automatic bid to the KHSAA state meet

stopped a screamer off the bat of
Starks where she dove to her
right. scooping the ball and
shoveling it to second for the
inning's last out.
After going down in order in
the sixth. Calloway mounted
their last attempt at a comeback
in the bottom of the seventh
when Metcalf had a base knock
up the middle and a sacrificebunt by Butts advanced her to
second. Boggess then drew a
walk, bringing up the team's No.
4 hitter and Calloway's best batAlyssa
ting
average.
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Burgers, Chicago Style Hot Dogs, Baby Back Ribs,
Soft Serve Ice Cream, Sundaes, Shakes
And A Whole Lot More!

•
•
•

OPEW MEMORIAL DAY!!

a

Thursday - Sunday 11:00 a.m. to 10 p.m.
2099 Old Lynn Grove Road
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Bring The Whole Family For A Relaxed Afternoon or Evening!
Gall (270)435-4313 For Directions
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Cunningham.
Cunningham swung a third
strike on the outside portion of
the plate. her second of the day,
putting an end to any comeback
by the Lady Lakers.
"Alyssa didn't have the best
of hitting days today," head
coach James Pigg said. "I guess
Randi had her number. She got
her on an outside pitch every
time."
Admittedly. Pigg knows
there's some anti-climactics
involved in a district championship game. Both teams will be
advancing to Monday's First
Region Tournament on Piggs'
home turf at Calloway County
High School and the coach was
already stressing the importance
of being able to fight another
day following Tuesday's loss.
"It just wasn't meant to be
today," he said. "We've had three
one-run games with them and
today we were on the short end
of one of those. We had a couple
of bad throws that led to errors.
especially there in that third
inning and in a tight ball game
like that, you can't make those
bobbles. Our girls know that,
but eventually, it's going to catch
tip with you."
When it comes to the draw of
the First Region Tournament.
Pigg knows you can pick your
poison. Whether he went in as a
winner or a loser, he knows at
some point, if you'r: going to
win, you're going to have to try
and knock off Heath and
Reidland.
"As far as drawing for the
regional tournament, you're still
going to get a good team," he
said. "We were just talking
before the game. you're going to
end up drawing Heath or
Reidland win or lose, so it's
going to be tough any way you
look at it
Burnham has her eyes set on
another ntatchup.
"I would love to play
Calloway again in the championship," she said. "These last
three games have been so much
fun and both teams have really
good kids, so I've got my fingers
crossed for that one."
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Call us today for a

FREE home inspection

$3,000,000,000 of damage
each year is caused by

— NO OBLIGATION!

TERMITES!

All inspectors licensed.
Al! technicians are trained and certified.

In the USA alone.
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•Softball
From Page 18
tug Gillum as the throw from
center sailed over catcher
Kristen Boggess' head.
Futrell was pulled after just 2
1/3 of an inning, allowing four
hits and two earned runs.
Whitney Gardner came on in
relief.
The sophomore walked
Stephanie Helton and an error
-by Butts on a hit by Hannah
Barrets
pulled
Kayla
Cunningham off the bag, allowing Moore to score.
From that point on. Lady
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"Ourfamily taking care ofyourfamily"
All our work la 100% guaranteed.

939 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray •(2/0) 753-6433•1400-294-1433• www.aervallpestcontrolcom
•Certified Mold Remediators •Certifisd COMMffilial Mehl inspectors *Certified Residential Mold Inspectors

American League
At A Glance
By The Associated Pies.
All Dm.* CDT
East Division
W
L Pet 08
29 19 604
Boston
27 19 587
1
Tampa Bay
24 20 545
3
Baltimore
Toronto
23 24 489 51/2
New York
20 25 444 71/2
Central Division
W
L Pc1 GB
24 20 545 :Chicago
Minnesota
23 22 511 1 112
Cleveland
22 23 489 2 1/2
Kansas Ctly
21 24 467 3 112
Detroit
18 27 400 61/2
West Division
W
L Pot 08
Los Angeles
27 20 574
24 23 511
3
Oakland
Texas
22 25 468
5
18 28 391 8 1/2
Seattle
----Tuesday's Games
Detroit 12 Seattle 8
Boston 2. Kansas City 1
Batt:more 12 NY Yankees 2
L A Angels 3. Toronto 1
Minnesota 11, Texas 4
Chicago White Sox 4, Cleveland 1
Tampa Bay 3. Oakland 2
Wednesday's Games
Tampa Bay at Oakland. 2 35 pm
Kansas City at Boston. 605 pm
Seattle at Detroit. 605 p m
Balirmoie at N Y Yankees, 60S pro
LA Angels at Toronto 607 p rn
Texas at Minnesota 7 10 p m
Cleveland at Chicago White Sox. 7 11
p
Thursday's Games
Seattle (Batista 3-5) at Detroit
(Bonderknan 2-4) 12 05 pro
Texas (Padilla 6-2) at Minnesota
(Hernandez 6-2), 12 10 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 4-5) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 7-0). 12 35 p m
Baltimore (Buries 4-4) at N V Yankees
(Kennedy 0-3), 605 pm
LA Angela (Saunders 7 1 / at Toronto
(Litsch 1, 1). 6-07 pm
Cleveland (h alley 2-2) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 1-5). 7 11 p m
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Detroit. 6-05 p.m
Texas at Cleveland, 6-05 pm
Seattle at N Y Yankees 6 05 pin
Kansas City at Toronto. 607 p m
Baltimore at Tampa Bay 6 10 p rn
L A Angels at Ch:cago White Sox 7 11
p
Boston al Oakland. 905 pm

Notional League
By The Associated Press
All Times COT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
25 19 568
Florida
24 21 533 1 1/2
Atlanta
25 22 532 1 1/2
Philadelotka
22 21 512 2 1/2
New York
20 27 426 6 1/2;
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pet Os:
_.
28 /8609
Chicago
27 21 563
2
St Louis
Houston
26 21 553 2 1,2
21 24 467 6 1 /2
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
21 24 467 6 1/2:
21 25 457
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct CRS
28 17 622
—:
Anzona
4•
24 21 533
Los Angeles
18 28 39110 1,2..
Colorado
11
18 29 383
San Francisco
17 30 362
12
San Diego
--•
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta 5 NY Mats 1 lot game
Atlanta 6 N V Mets 2 2nd game
Milwaukee 7, Pittsburgh 2
Florida 3. Arizona 2
Philadelphia 1 Washington 0
Houston 4. Chicago Cubs 2
San Francisco 6 Colorado 5
San Diego 3. St Louis 2
I A Dodgers 4 Cincinnati 1
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco at Colorado. 205 p m. Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 605 p.m.
NY Mets at Atlanta, 6- 10 pm
Arizona at Florida. 6:10 p m
Philadelphia at Washington. 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs at Houston, 7.05 p.m
St Louis at San Diego. 9 05 p m
Cincinnati at LA Dodgers, it 10 p m.
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Suppan 2-3) at Pittsburgh
(Rorzelanny 3-4). 605 pm
N Y Meta (Santana 5-2) at Atlanta
(1 Hudson 6-3).6 10 p m
Anzona (Hares 5-2) at Florida (Miller 3.
3) 610pm
Philadelphia (Kendrick 3-2) at Houston
(Oswalt 4.4y 705 pm
Cincinnati tHarang 25) at San Diego
(Wolf 2-4). 9-05 p m
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs at Pittsburgh. 605 pm
San Francisco at Florida. 6 10 p.m.
Arizona at Atlanta. 635 p m
Milwaukee at Washington. 6-35 pm
Philadelphia at Houston, 7 05 p.m.
N V Mets at Colorado, 805 p.m.
Cincinnati at San Diego, 905 pm
St Louis at L.A Dodgers. 9-40 pm

•Baseball
From Pogo 1C
just didn't make the play and it's
not Chess' fault. Those were
tough balls and he's not usually
in the outfield."
Murray locked up a region
berth
with
tournament
Monday's 14-2 thrashing of
Calloway County and finishes
as district runner-up. A Saturday
morning draw will determine
which of the region's district
champions the Tigers will face
to start the tournament.
the
Overshadowed
by
Marshals' dramatic victory was
Murray's equally impressive
seventh-inning rally. Trailing 2I. Aron Sweeney delivered his
third hit of the day on a single to
center field with one out, but
then watched Tyler Holzschuh
fly out to right field for the second out.
But the Tigers had one more
hope - ace pitcher and emotional leader Bradley Cobb. Cobb
shut down Calloway County on
the mound Monday and made
his contributions at the plate on
Tuesday. going a perfect 3-for-3.
He kept Murray alive with a
single into center field, setting
up Heskett with .a chance to
extend the game.
It seemed an unlikely scenario, given Hesketes 0-for-3
day and lefty-on-lefty matchup
with Forsythe. but the senior
slugger turned on the first pitch
he saw and sent it into center,
scoring Sweeney from second.
Murray was without the services of clean-up hitter Shawn
McClure, who cut his hand in
Monday's game and received
seven stitches. Johnson said he
plans to have McClure's powei
stroke back for the regional.
Also missing from the Tiger
lineup was Ryan Kelly, who
often sees time in late-game situnderwent
Kelly
uations.
Tommy John surgery on
Monday and will be unavailable
for the rest of the season.
Murray had a chance to score
in the top of the first after a
advanced
double
Cobb
Holzschuh to third. but Forsythe
was able to work his way out of
the day's first jam.
Marshall got on the board in
bottom of the inning on a Shane
McKenty double that drove in
two runs. The Marshals threatened again in the second, hut
Cameron Kimball was thrown
out at home plate to end the
inning.
Murray plated its first run in
the fifth inning on a Holzschuh
single that scored Sweeney, who

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger s%
Times

Murray pitcher Roman Kelly
tossed six innings and gage
up three runs on five hiti.
reached on a double to left cepter.

Though it didn't hold up, the
Tiger rally was a point of
encouragement for Johnson. .
"The way we've been playing the last two weeks, we're in
a situation where I feel like if see
do get behind, we're tier
because we are confident we citn
score runs and hit the ball in die
middle," he said. "We're never
out of a game."

TODAY 5 LIMP SPONSORED BY

Terry Buller

TV, radio
TODAY
BOXING
II p.m.
ESPN2 -- Lightweights, Edner Cherry (23-5-2) vs Stevie Johnston (42-5-1):
lightweights. Freddie Notwoud (42.2-14
vs Johnnie Edwards (13-2-1). at
Camp Lineune. N C
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
N V Mets at Ailanta
NBA BASKETBALL
Time TBA
TNT — Playoffs Western Conference
finals, game i or 2 teams IBA
NHL HOCKEY
6:30 gm.
VERSUS -- Playoffs. Westem
Conference finals game 7. Dallas at
Detroit. Of necessary)
SOCCER
1:25 p.m.
ESPN2 -- UEFA Champions League,.
playoffs, championship match.
Manchester United vs Chelsea FC,
Moscow
10 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC - UEFA Champions'
League, playoffs, championship matt*
Manchester United vs Chelsea FC.•
Moscow (same-day tape)
. .
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anal League
,ssocieted Press
Times CDT
DI Division
W L Pct
25 19 568 24 21 533 1 1/2
25 22 532 11/2.
22 21 512 2 1/2
20 27 426 6112.
Irel Division
W L Pct GB
28 113 609
27 21 563
2
553
2
1/2
21
26
21 24 467 61/2
21 24 487 61/2
7
21 25 457
at Division
W L Pct GB
28 17 622
4
24 21 533
18 28 39110 12
11
18 29 383
12
17 30 362

--cley's Games
lets 1 lot game
lets 2 2nd game
ttsburgh 2
la 2
Nast:lepton 0
ago Cubs 2
; Colorado 5
LOUIS 2
Cincinnati 1
sday's Games
Colorado 705 p ri
hsburgh. 605 p or
int& 6 10 p m
la. 6 10 pm
Nashington. 6 10 p m
t Houston, 7.05 p.m
Diego 9 05 p r11
I Dodgers. 9 10 p m.
dales Grimes
pan 2-31 at Pittsburgh
1. 605 p or
ana 5-21 at Atlanta
6 10 pm
5-2) at Florida (Miller 3.

?Wool, 3-2) at Houston
)5 pro
ng 2-5) at San Diego
P
aye Games
I Pittsburgh. 605 pm
it Florida, 6 10 pm
ta, 615 p or
ashington. 6 35 p or
-touston. 7 05 p or
brad°. 805 p.m
n Diego. 905 pm
Dodgers. 9 40 p or
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Remember Sale
All New 2008 Toyota Sequoias
In Stock
1,000 Peppers Discount Pl„
11111*
2,000 Toyota Rebate or 00/0 for 60 mos.**

GUARANTIES .

( tirsler - Dodge - Jeep

gp 2008 Dodge 1500ST Reg. Cab 2WD
I
-. ...
MSRP
$22,460

r:,..-

' aim

All New 2009 Toyota Camrys

ilk $3,000

..

..

'All prices plus tax title and license addihonai Rebates deducted $64 50 doe tee included. Photos for
illustration purposes only
'*With approved Toyota Financial Setvices Credit

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

• AM/FM/Cl)
$13,998*

2008 Jeep® Compass
1.11,y',
it ass

ma..."
• A/C
•5 Sp.

.1

full.

IN

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates
Bonus Cash

$17,035
-537
-500
- 2,000

13,998'

• Alum. Wheels

2008 Dodge Journey SE

Stk.
IK21.9004

• Auto.
• AC

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

,

$20,015
- 1,026
- 1,000
.

'
17,989

Illedelhor 'AI prices phis tv, Ns hid license adalionel. 864.50 One he included. *niche object to prior sale.
•'Mahe to mashers who cum*or a 1999 model or now vehicle. No trade necessary. lids oder is in lieu of any other GA4
private Ors
.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
tP
-r7S
WWW pOulir
1 • il I

31'19 •(11 6.17 3900

I 010

3(.)

• AM/F111/CD

CQ111

WW vy
WtliliI SI

1-

33 \1J'/, ,

Stk
OCTi421th

• AM/FM/Cl)

,C
P'EPPt-X7
1:11 I

$15,810
- 1,062
- 750

,

In Stock

We Are Going to Sell SO New Cars In May.Come
See Howl 26 to Gol

IOW

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebates

Silt. 0CT8162
•5 Speed
• AC with Chill Zone

Peppers Discount Pl„ $3,000 Toyota Rebate
or 0% for 60 mos.** pl„,
'1,000 Toyota Down Payment Assistance When Financing with
Toy,ota Financial

Disclaimer-

1, ii,,,,h 1.
34.\11((,

.),,,i
*v.....

2.9% for 36 Mos.3.9% for 48 Mos.4.9% for 60 MOSS"
All 412D
4
2008 Toyota Tundras

Seat

2008 Dodge Caliber SE

1.9% for 48 Mos.2.9% for 60 Mos.

-.Alive\

iiimippasxe

'12,998

Stk. SCT8032

• V-6 • AC •40/20/40 Cloth
•6 Sp. • TIC • AM/FM/CD

You Gel 0.00/0 for 36 Mos.
...ow&

Peppers Disc
- 1,%2
Mtg. Rebates
-5.500
Owner Loyalty - 2,000

1i
,
i \ I l'( ,

• .
7--at,.....
1----------: ,,,,,.

A1103202009 Toyota Corolla 81 Matrix

ignigiogaiez•

PEPPERS

t

$ Excludes Platinum Sines

2,000 Toyota Loyalty CashNlf You Own Toyota or Scion!

LIFETIME )

---

1,11000 t,t • It

. I Tr

itit

tivi r

1:011 1

'SIBT 3/1) V.')• i31

64 3900

1r, NI t I .1 ra 1, 11

i,,,, 6,5/ i,, .

Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
6 Cyl., 6 Speed, 21,000
Mlles.
Stk. *CP437
Was $20,240, NOW

TIC, PW,PL, Alloy
Wheels, 18,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6772
was $17,093, NOW

Alloy Wheels, Moonroof.
Spoiler, 30,000 Miles
Stk. *P6747
Was $16,575, NOW

2002 Chevrolet Siverado IS 241 4x4

DILLARD / Leek*4
Timis

:her Roman Kelly
innings and gage
uns on five hill.

i double to left ceQ-

Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels, 43,000
Miles. Stk, OCP429
Was $16,200, NOW

I $13,988*

t didn't hold up. the

was a point al
ent for Johnson.

we've been plaiwo weeks, were In
here I feel like if 4,e
-hind, were fitly
ire confident we(An
y

2006 GMC Yukon Denali
Moonroof, DVD, Nay.,
Heated Seats, 51,000
Miles. Stk. *P6800
Was $27.986, NOW

Id hit the hall in die
said. "We're nevtr
ie."

[UP SPONSORED BY

Terry Butler
71/ y0'out Ks,
contxt °seem

2007 Chrysler 300C SRT8

TODAY
BOXING
8 p.m.
assegais, Eck's, Cherry•
awe Johnston (42-5-1);'
reddie Norwood (42.2-14
wards 113-2-11. at
NC
EAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
Mets at Atlanta
BASKETBALL
Time IBA
S Western Conference
or 2 teams T BA
IL HOCKEY
6:30 p.m.
layoffs Western
als game 7 Dallas at
SSery1
SOCCER
1:25 p.m.
'A Champions League
pionship match.
sled vs Chelsea FC. 41

10 p.m.
C - UEFA Champions,
In championship rnatcto,
tiled vs Chelsea PC. at
belay lapel

47,000 Miles. Stk. #P6812
Was $16,220, NOW $13,995
2007 Toyota Camry LE: T/C, pw, pl, cd, 31,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6733A ..... Was $19,020, NOW $16,525
2004 Ford F-150 FX4 4x4: Alloy Wheels, Nerf Bars,
TIC, PW, PL, CD, 30,000 Miles
Was $19,230, NOW $15,948
Moonroof,
Spoiler, 106,000
Pontiac
Sunfire:
1999
Miles. Stk. #TC8324A
Was $6,620, NOW $3,965
TIC,
PW,PL, CD, 22,000
2007 Toyota Corolla LE:
Miles Stk #P6659 •
Was $15,896, NOW $13,526

2004 Cadillac SI'S

Ext. Cab, Step Bed,
63,000 Miles. Stk. *P6691
Was $16,890

2006 Ford F-150 XLT 4x4
Crew Cab, Chrome
Wheels, Nerf Bars,
24,000 Miles. Stk. *P6793
Was $23,555, NOW

s119,968'
2005 Lincoln Signature Limited

Loaded, 28,000 Miles.
Stk, ItCP346
Was $28,848, NOW

Heated Leather, Alloy
Wheels, 36,000 Miles.
Stk *P6695
Was $19,721, NOW

Loaded, 36,000 Miles.
Stk. IttCP418
Was $22,440, NOW

$26,932*

s16,928°

s19,996'

Store St • 751 5842

V, radio

2005 Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited 4x4: Loaded,

2005 Jeep said Cherokee Laredo 4x4

2007 Dodge Nitro SLT 4x4
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels, DVD, Leather,
16,000 Miles. Stk. *P6764
Was $22,200, NOW

Leather, Moonroof,
Chrome Wheels, 43,000
Mlles. Stk *P6792
Was $18,230, NOW

Moonroof, Alloy Wheels,
31,000 Miles.
Stk. *P6811
Was $15,013, NOW

98,983*
PONTIAC
MUCK

y

Pt-PAY-X7cf

MC.
tlr.

NI 1 8 a

11.1 ill

h
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' Whatever it takes, We want to he your car or trio k company "

Sat

2400 E Wood St's Paris • 642 5661 • 1-800-748-8816
wwal.peppersautomotivo.com
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Top MHS
seniors are
recognized
During the recent Murray High School
Honoes Day, Caitlin Williams and
Bradley Cobb were recognized as the 2008
MHS Outstanding Female and Male students.
In addition to Callic Wilson being recognized as this year's 2008 Valedictorian and
Williams as the 2008 Salutatonan, the top 10
graduating seniors were also honored with
gold chords to be warn dunng their graduation ceremony this Fnday evening at 7 p.m.
in the Murray State University Lovett
A uditori um.
The MHS Baccalaureate service will be
conducted tonight at 8 p.m at First Baptist
Church.
After Friday evening's graduation ceremony. the MHS seniors will host their annual night-long Project Graduation festivities at
MHS.
Se1110f

ACK)photo
From left in*
Pictured are Murray High School students who were ranked in the top ten percent of their class based on their academic standing.
WIlliayhs
Chess Volp, Logan Pierce, Laken Peal, Haley Haverstock, Leslianne Gilson, Bradley Cobb, Luis Cignoni, Colin Capps, Caitlin
(Salutatorian) and Callie Wilson (Valedictorian.

MCCH makes
emergency
call for blood

I
4

Murray -Calloway
The
County Hospital Blood Donor
Center announced that there is a
shortage of 0-positive and Anegative blood and aft asking
area residents to stop by the
Blood Bank, or call to make an
appointment, to give these
much-needed blood types.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Blood Bank gives the gift of life
to many people. It takes less
than an hour to make a blood
donation.
A blood donor must be at
least 18 years of age (or 17 with
parental consent), be in good
health and weigh at least 110
pounds and pass the bnef physical and health history exams
given prior to donation.
The need for 0-positive and
A-negative blood is critical. If
unable to stop by the Donor
Center, the next Blood Doves itt
the community will be on the
following dates:
•Wednesday. June 4 from 9
am -4 pm at Kenlake Foods.
• Tuesday, June 10 &
Wednesday, June 11 from 1 pm
- 5 pm at Briggs & Stratton
To make an appointment to
donate blood, or to find out
where the next blood drive will
be, contact the MCCH Blood
Donor Center at 762-1119.
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KSP seeks
info in
manmana
growers
•
•

HICKORY, Ky. — The
Kentucky State Police Post One
are asking area residents to help
identify locations and pinions
growing marijuana indoors Of
outdoors.
Police are asking landowners
to he aware of possible marijuana growing operations on their
land. They should watch for
worn trails that lead to roads,
and trails leading to sources of
water. Many growers operate at
night.
State Police are warning
landowners to watch for person's trespassing at night by listening for the sound of machinery such as four-wheelers,
tillers, mowers and ctutinsaws.
They should also be aware of
lights coming from areas that are
not nomially lighted and vehicles parked in odd places.
Should you suspect possible
illegal activity on your land or
find marijuana while hunting or
farming, please contact the
Kentucky State Police Post One
at (270) 856-3721 or 1-800DOPE-TIP.
All tips and information can
be reported and the caller
remains anonymous.
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Broyhill Queen Bed $598
Chest $898 Dresser & Mirror $1 198
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Ashley Queen Sleigh Bed $498
Dresser & Mirror $887 Chest $498
Riverside Computer
Desk & Hutch

Lane Red Dual Reclining Pad Over Chaise
Leather Sofa $1098
Rocking Reclining Lovese.at $1098
Over 300 Redivws
in Stock!
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